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ABSTRACT
One of the best options for providing clean abundant energy for the needs
of the world is nuclear power. Nuclear fission is a well established method
to produce energy without any greenhouse gases but nuclear fusion has the
potential to produce even more energy per volume of fuel compared with
nuclear fission and will produce less radioactive by-products. One promising
configuration is thermonuclear magnetically confined fusion. As improve-
ments continue in understanding and enabling confinement of highly-dense
high-temperature fusion plasmas, a considerably higher demand is placed on
the plasma facing components (PFCs) with an increase of fusion power pro-
duction. Currently within operating experimental reactors, the PFCs need to
handle only a few MW/m2 of heat flux and particle fluxes of ∼1022 ions/m2s
but with the construction of the International Thermonuclear Test Reac-
tor (ITER), materials will need to tolerate two order of magnitude higher
particle fluxes and heat fluxes over 10 MW/m2. This is primarily due to
the expected production of a positive net power output because of the higher
plasma temperature and density achieved with the larger size of ITER. These
conditions will only worsen for PFCs as fusion research progresses toward a
high duty-cycle, reactor-relevant, burning plasma fusion energy source.
The material that is slated for use in the divertor of ITER, where the
particle and heat loads will be the highest, is tungsten (W). Tungsten was
selected because it has good thermal properties and a high sputter threshold.
In spite of these beneficial properties, the surface morphology of tungsten,
when exposed to deuterium (D) and helium (He), will change to form blisters,
bubbles, nano-structured “fuzz”, etc. that reduces the thermal conductivity
and changes the sputtering properties. These changes, if they cause erosion
of W, can contaminate the plasma, which may lead to a plasma disruption.
One material that has shown the ability to improve plasma performance, and
has a lower chance of disrupting the plasma due to erosion, is lithium (Li).
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When Li has been used as a PFC, the plasma performance has improved
because the lithium has reduced the recycling of fuel from the walls. It is
also beneficial to have Li in a tokamak (fusion plasma chamber) because it is
low atomic number (Z) and the plasma can tolerate a high percentage of Li
impurities. Additionally, an isotope of Li, 6Li can produce tritium (T) when
it interacts with neutrons, where T is a radioactive, low natural abundance
isotope of H used as fuel.
This research investigates how the combination of Li and W will behave
as a tokamak PFC. Specifically, we investigated, with simultaneous and se-
quential D and He irradiations at both low and high flux conditions, whether
He ions reduce D retention in Li films on W by breaking chemical complexes
between Li, D, and oxygen (O) or by preventing the formation of these com-
plexes. With the high flux irradiations when He was introduced, the He has
been observed to reduce the D retention in the films due to the presence of
WO2 peaks, under the passivated lithium layer. These tungsten (II) oxides
point to fewer Li-O-D complexes allowing Li to reduce the oxide state of the
W. With the low flux sequential irradiations, in-operando X-ray Photoelec-
tron Spectroscopy (XPS) scans of the O 1s region showed an increase in the
ratio between Li-O-D and Li2O with D following He and a reduction in the
same ratio with He following D. These results show that the He breaks a
chemical complex between Li, O and D. The use of He to reduce the fuel
retention has the potential to create a method to control fuel recycling from
the walls.
Another effect that was tested was the interaction between Li and the
nano-structured fuzz that tungsten will develop when it is exposed to low
energy He ions at high fluxes (>1022 ions/m2s) and at surface temperature
above 900◦C. The tests have shown that the fuzz layer thickness does not
change when a Li layer is present before plasma exposure, so it does not
prevent the fuzz from forming. However, secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) depth profiles show that Li is not completely removed and that the
secondary ion counts of Li are maintained, dropping by less than an order of
magnitude when the fuzz is present and drops by one order of magnitude in
half the depth when there are only He bubbles formed on the surface. This
reduction indicates that the fuzz prevents the escape of Li during irradiation.
Additionally, this result led to investigating the erosion behavior of fuzz with
Li coatings. The erosion tests have shown an increase in tendril thicknesses
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with a 2X increase without Li and a 4X increase with Li but little change
in the layer thickness. Erosion measurements indicate little reduction in
the erosion of W fuzz with Li coatings among the fuzz. The XPS signal
from the W 4f peaks showed a 13% drop in W eroded when Li is deposited
on fuzz and only a 3% drop when Li is deposited before fuzz is formed.
The persistence of the Li among the fuzz tendrils encourages the study of
microscopically porous materials as reservoirs for low Z metals and liquid
metals as prospective PFCs.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
As technology evolves and becomes more advanced, the demand for electri-
cal energy will only increase. Within the United States the energy usage per
capita in 2011 was estimated as 3.10x108 btu/year or ≈ 9.1x107 W-h/year.
The trend between 1949 and 2015 has been steadily increasing [1]. With this
demand, the country and the world need to decide how this energy will be
responsibly produced. The energy could be provided through the burning of
fossil fuels, which release large amounts of carbon based green house gases
that contribute to global heating and have a limited lifetime of energy pro-
duction. Renewable energy systems, such as solar and wind power, have the
capability to supplement energy demand, but if those were the only available
energy sources, they would provide a variable power supply (depending on the
weather) and would require large tracks of land. For solar, from a report pre-
sented by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), the required
area was between 3.4–4.1 acres/GW-h/year [2] or approximately 309–373
acres of land to match demand per person. Also, from an additional NREL
report, wind power requires between 25 and 148 acres/MW [2]. In contrast,
hydroelectric power has a much larger and steadier output but it does pro-
duce negative impacts on the local environment near the power-generating
dam. One functioning power generating system that has the capability of
providing the necessary energy is nuclear power. Nuclear fission plants have
been operating since the 1960’s and produce comparable outputs to those of
fossil fuel burning power plants but with a superior energy to mass ratio of
the fuel. These plants operate by using low energy neutrons, generated by
radioactive elements, to cause uranium (U) nuclei to become unstable and
split into daughter elements along with high energy neutrons to produce heat
for electricity and to maintain the reaction. Unfortunately, nuclear power has
been marred by accidents such as Three Mile Island, Chernobyl, and, more
recently, Fukishima. These accidents have produced fear of the potentially
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deadly outcome of a catastrophic failure of a nuclear fission power plant and
all the radioactive fallout associated with it. However, research has made re-
actors much safer that they were previously and will continue to improve the
safety performance of the reactors. A far more promising and less dangerous
energy source for the earth is fusion energy.
1.1 The Importance of Fusion as an Energy Source
In contrast to fission energy, fusion energy requires the fusion of light nuclei
to generate energetic particles to create electricity. The simplest and most
efficient fusion that could be achieved on earth is the fusion of deuterium (D)
and tritium (T), which are two isotopes of hydrogen. When these two isotopes
combine with each other, they produce an energetic neutron (14.1 MeV)
and a helium (He) nucleus (3.5 MeV). These particles are then converted
to heat energy and then electrical energy. The challenge to achieve fusion
is to overcome the coulomb barrier between the positive nuclei. The first
step is to strip the electrons from the atoms. To achieve this, a plasma is
generated of D and T ions. The fuel ions (D and T) are then manipulated
with strong magnetic fields to confine them in a torus shape in a device
called a tokamak. In addition to containing the ions, the magnetic field also
allows the density to increase as more fuel is injected into the tokamak. Once
the plasma achieves sufficient density and temperature, the ions will start to
fuse and form He ions. To achieve the densities and temperatures necessary,
the plasma requires a large amount of external energy. Although after a
triple product threshold (called the Lawson criteria) is reached, break even
occurs and beyond that threshold, the reaction becomes positive in energy
production. This triple product consists of the plasma density (ni), plasma
ion temperature (Ti), and the energy confinement time (τE). If the product
niτETi > 3x10
21 m−3keVs, then fusion plasma will produce more energy than
is required to maintain it and could potentially sustain itself [3].
As was mentioned above, fission energy could have disastrous consequences
because of the amount of radioactive material that is present in a fission
power plant, i.e. fuel rods, reactor vessel, structural components, etc. As
was seen with Fukushima, a low probability and thus unanticipated event
occurred (the earthquake and resultant tsunami) for which the safety fea-
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tures in the reactor could not compensate. The failure of the safety systems
created a loss of coolant accident, which led to hydrogen explosions within
the reactor containment facility causing the containment to fail. This led to
nuclear fallout dispersing into the nearby environment. The advantage that
comes with fusion energy is that it only has one radioactive fuel element,
which is tritium. The other radioactive by-product is the structure of the
vacuum vessel used to hold the plasma. This radioactivity is caused by the
high energy neutrons that are produced by the D-T reaction. The neutrons
create transmutations in the metal structure that will lead to radioactive ele-
ments. However, the volume of these structural materials in a fusion reactor
compared to the components in a fission reactor is significantly lower.
Another advantage is the abundance of fuel available for fusion. Hydrogen
is the most prevalent element in the universe. Along with this high abun-
dance, it can produce much more energy per mass than uranium is capable
of producing. The primary isotope of uranium used for fission reactions has
an atomic mass of 235 amu and each fission of a 235U nucleus produces 207
MeV energy, which is equilivalent to 880 keV/amu or 8.5x1013 J/kg. For D-T
fusion, the total energy released per reaction is 17.6 MeV. Accounting for the
masses of both D and T being 5 amu, the energy per mass is 3.52 MeV/amu
or 3.4x1014 J/kg. Given that there is a factor of 4 increase in the energy
mass density for fusion, a fusion power generating plant would significantly
assist in meeting energy demand.
1.2 The Current Model for a Fusion Reactor: The
Tokamak
The tokamak design was first developed by Russian scientists during the
early days of fusion research. It is an abbreviation for the Russian words for
toroidal chamber and magnetic coil. It consists of a standard vacuum vessel
in the shape of a torus. When discussing tokamaks, there are two directions
that are important to understand: poloidal, which is tangent to the circle
that is made by the minor radius of the torus, and the toroidal, which is
tangent to the circle made by the major radius of the torus. At the center
of the torus is a solenoid. This solenoid drives a current (J) in the plasma
that in turn produces a magnetic field (B) in the poloidal direction called the
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of the magnetic fields of the tokamak fusion device
[4].
poloidal magnetic field. Additionally, wrapping the chamber in the poloidal
direction are the toroidal field magnets that generate a magnetic field in
the toroidal direction. There are additional magnets at the top and bottom
of the torus that circle the torus in the toroidal direction that add extra
fields to allow more precise control of the plasma shaping. The toroidal
field and poloidal magnetic field create combined magnetic field lines that
spiral around the torus (see figure 1.1). These magnetic fields form closed
field lines that confine the ions and electrons within the tokamak. When
a poloidal cross-section is viewed, the complete magnetic loops make up a
closed flux surface [3].
The tokamak has advanced over the simple design that it was originally.
In the process of trying to find optimal scenarios, the aspect ratio (of the
minor to major radius), the plasma shape (from circular to D shaped), and
numerous other parts of the design have changed. One key aspect that has
improved is how the plasma and the wall interacts. To limit this interaction
the first idea was to use a physical limiter on the edge of the plasma to create
a boundary at only one point within the torus (figure 1.2a). The limiter
presented an issue in that it interacted with the last closed flux surface of
the plasma and thus became an impurity source for the core plasma. This
led to the development of a divertor concept. The divertor would be a region
where open field lines would contact the vessel wall and the closed field lines
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Figure 1.2: A diagram of a poloidal cross-section of Joint European Torus
(JET) showing a (a) limiter and (b) divertor configuration [5].
would become the core plasma (figure 1.2b). The outside layer of the plasma
between the core and the wall became known as the scrape-off layer (SOL)
and would serve as a path for impurities to travel to the divertor and remain
out of the core [3]. This design led to the first high confinement regimes
that will be discussed later. There are many operating tokamaks around
the world. The next step device is the International Thermonuclear Test
Reactor (ITER) and it will be the largest ever constructed. The hope is that
it will demonstrate fusion as a viable energy source. Following ITER will be
a Fusion Nuclear Science Facility (FNSF) and then DEMO (DEMOnstration
reactor) to prove that fusion can generate power for the world.
1.3 How the Materials at the Wall Affect the Plasma
Performance
1.3.1 Overview of Material Interactions on a Tokamak Plasma
Over the last five decades, plasma physicists have made significant progress
in understanding how to make a fusion plasma generate the necessary power
to produce net power output. However, a major limitation for a burning fu-
sion power plant is the materials at the wall. There is a key parameter that
affects the stability and longevity of a fusion plasma that is called Zeff . Zeff
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is a measure of the average atomic number of the plasma. As this number
increases, more power will be required to maintain the plasma at the proper
temperature and density. This happens because as large atoms enter the
plasma, they do not fully ionize and thus are susceptible to radiative emis-
sion, which lessens the stored power in the fusion plasma [6]. What produces
this increase in Zeff , are particles or atoms that are produced from the wall
either by sputtering or erosion. The sputtering is caused by the energetic
particles that escape the confinement of the magnetic fields in a tokamak
or the ions that are intentionally exhausted into the divertor to control the
density of the core plasma, i.e. He ash from the fusion reaction. These ions
interact with a surface and cause an atom of the wall to be ejected. The
erosion is caused by multiple factors, which include: heat loads that induce
melting or ablation to occur leading to ejection of macroscopic particles due
to momentum transfer between the wall and the plasma, surface morphology
changes that decrease the surface energy of the Plasma Facing Component
(PFC) allowing enhanced erosion, and strong electric and magnetic fields in-
ducing forces on the surface of the walls. These same thermal loads that lead
to melting can also lead to cracking at the surface due to stresses present
in the material and at interfaces between structural components of the wall.
Another product of the fusion reaction that will affect the bulk components
are neutrons. These neutrons will cause transmutation of the elements in the
bulk that will affect the structural properties of the component and could
lead to degradation of the surface properties. Additionally, how the material
at the wall consumes fuel particles from the plasma affects the tokamak envi-
ronment. The edge plasma stability depends on the amount of this retention
of fuel and the retention can lead to complications with inventory of radioac-
tive tritium atoms in the tokamak system. Lastly, a novel approach to the
difficulties of solid PFCs is the use of liquid metals as the wall material. The
use of liquids is challenging in and of itself because of the increase likelihood
of instabilities in the liquid as it interacts with the plasma.
1.3.2 Plasma Response to Impurities From Materials
How impurity particles affect the plasma is a critical understanding that
will contribute to the development of superior PFCs. A high temperature
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plasma is a complex environment with free electrons and ions interacting at
high energies (≈1 keV). As these particles interact, ions can become excited
atoms that will emit photons as the electrons fall to a lower energy shell.
Of course these atoms will become ions again due to additional collisions
maintaining the plasma, especially if they are fuel atoms. However, as the
atomic number increases, it requires more energy to ionize the atom beyond
the first or second ionization state; nevertheless, there is still sufficient energy
to produce excited atoms that will emit photon irradiation more readily.
Additionally, due to the electromagnetic fields in the plasma, Bremsstrahlung
radiation will also be emitted from accelerating charged particles that also
increases with atomic number (Z). The drawback to any photonic emission is
that the photons are not contained in the plasma by the magnetic fields and
thus lead to energy loss [3]. Jensen et al. performed calculations for power
loss via radiative loss from impurities in tokamak plasmas. They found that
small concentrations of W (0.052%) in a D-T plasma will prevent breakeven
and only 0.012% for ignition. This result was similar for other candidate
metals (Iron, Molybdenum) and that the impurity tolerance decreases with
increasing Z [7]. In addition to high Z materials leading to power losses, any
molecules that are released through the process of chemical sputtering, which
will be discussed in detail later, will produce extra emission from the added
electrons in the compound.
Along with the increased radiation losses produced by the impurities from
the wall, these impurities also affect the stability of the plasma. To better
understand how this stability is affected, we will discuss the operating regimes
of tokamaks. At the current time, there are two primary operating regimes of
tokamak plasmas: L mode and H mode. L mode is a low energy confinement
mode that is also described as an ohmic discharge. This mode is driven
by the central solenoid of the tokamak and uses the natural resistance of
the plasma for heating. H mode is a high energy confinement mode. This
mode is generated with auxiliary heating such as neutral beam injection and
electromagnetic wave injection [8]. The waves are produced at the same
frequencies as the electron and ion cyclotron gyration, which allows them to
transfer energy into the plasma. This extra heating leads to an increase in the
electron temperature and density of the core. The plasma response to these
changes is a steep plasma pressure gradient called the pedestal, which allows
for the increase in temperature and density. Unfortunately, the pressure
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Figure 1.3: A schematic of the core plasma pressure profile for L mode and
H mode before and after an ELM crash. On the right is a diagram of the
transport of the heat and particles emitted during an ELM [9].
gradient is not maintained indefinitely and the gradient will crash leading
to an ejection of particles out of the core plasma and into the edge plasma
or SOL (see figure 1.3). A benefit of these ejections, called Edge Localized
Modes (ELMs), is that they will extract any impurities that have begun to
invade the core plasma [9]. In contrast, a detrimental effect of the ELMs is
that they produce such an increase in the particle and heat load to the wall
that it can easily melt any PFC, including W. This can then lead to more
erosion from the wall. With the addition of the newly arriving impurities
from the walls, the instabilities in the edge plasma can then contribute to
the formation of additional ELMs.
Lastly, we will consider what happens if the particles emerging from the
walls due to the plasma surface interaction (PSI) were not impurities but
were fuel particles. This process is called fuel recycling. These particles can
become trapped in the PFCs (called retention) and then can be released by
either the heat or particle flux incident on the wall. These fuel particles, as
they are transported through the SOL toward the core plasma, cause sudden
changes in the edge density that cause instabilities in the pedestal region of
the plasma. This is partially caused because the fuel from the wall is cold
and so the core plasma has to heat the fuel from the edge plasma back up to
equilibrium, which produces a power loss in the core. Now, if the recycling is
high, then the changes in density from the recycled fuel can be predicted and
control of the plasma can be prepared for these type of changes. Contrarily,
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a low recycling system will have far fewer density fluctuations but will also
have fewer ELMs [10] to expel any impurities that have accumulated in the
core plasma.
1.3.3 Bulk PFCs Properties and Interactions with Plasma
For the materials side of this discussion, we will start with bulk components of
the wall of a tokamak. The bulk material of the wall of a tokamak, especially
those components used in either a limiter or divertor region, will require the
capability to endure thermal shock and transport that same thermal energy
away from the surface through conduction. These components will also be
subjected to large neutron fluences that will cause damage to the component.
Since fusion is a power source, large amounts of heat will be produced from
the fusion reaction that will need to be deposited into some material to allow
its conversion to electricity. This load will need to be handled by the PFCs.
In current tokamaks the heat loads seen by the bulk components have reached
a maximum of ∼35 MW/m2 without any mitigation techniques. Estimation
for unmitigated heat fluxes for ITER and DEMO are 50 and 300 MW/m2
respectively [11]. To facilitate the removal of these types of heat loads, the
bulk materials need significant heat transfer capabilities. The design for the
ITER divertor is tungsten monoblocks surrounding a copper tube alloyed
with chromium and zirconium (CuCrZr), with a pure copper layer between
the two to aid in thermal conduction (figure 1.4). This tubing will supply the
coolant, that will consist of liquid He for the ITER design, that removes the
heat deposited. Finite element modeling of the monoblocks using water as a
coolant have shown that there is a large temperature gradient between the
surface of the block in contact with the plasma and the coolant tube. These
studies obtained an average surface temperature of 1513 K with 15 MW/m2
heat flux and a temperature at the coolant pipe interface of 663 K. This
large temperature range leads to stresses in the PFC [12], especially since
the ductile to brittle transition temperature of W is only ≈723 K assuming
an annealing of at least 1673 K [13]. If this heat is not properly distributed
to the coolant, then stresses in the PFC and its interface with the coolant
pipe will cause cracks to develop. This cracking would lead to reductions in
the heat conduction, mechanical strength, and resistance to particle damage.
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the current design for the ITER divertor. The
close-up view shows the individual cassettes of W monoblock and the
components of the monoblock [14].
These stresses would be even more pronounced for the He coolant because a
larger temperature gradient would be present due to the lower temperature
of the liquid He coolant.
Along with the detrimental effects that can be caused by the thermal loads
induced on the bulk materials by the plasma, there will also be the damage
induced by neutrons. As with most nuclear reactions, a high energy neutron
is a product of the fusion reaction. For fusion using D and T as fuel, it
will be a 14 MeV neutron. Because the neutrons lack charge, the confining
magnetic field of a fusion reactor will have little effect on them. Doses for the
PFCs during a single plasma pulse in ITER have been estimated at 2.38x1014
n/cm2s and >1015 n/cm2s in a power generating plant [15]. When these
neutrons interact with the material in the wall, they will have a much larger
penetration depth (µm to mm) than ions (nm). Ions, because of their charge,
will encounter a stronger resistance in the material due to the charges of the
electrons and nuclei either repelling or attracting the incoming ion. These
two phenomena are called electronic and nuclear stopping when referring to
the ion’s interaction with matter [16]. For the same reason that the magnetic
fields do not confine the neutrons, the negative electrons and positive nuclei
in the material have minimal effect on the energy and momentum of the
neutral particle, increasing its mean free path. However, since the neutron is
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a nucleon and is therefore subject to the strong force, it will interact with the
nuclei in the PFC. If the neutron is within the impact parameter (maximum
separation that allows particle interaction) of the nucleus, then it can be
scattered such that its energy and momentum is reduced enough so that it
will increase the chance of it interacting with another nuclei in the lattice.
Additionally, if the neutron is absorbed by the nucleus, then it can cause
transmutation and reactivity.
For the continued discussion on neutron effects, we will refer to W specifi-
cally as it is the candidate PFC for ITER. The transmutation and reactivity
occurs when the neutron drives the formation of unstable isotopes in W,
such as 185W and 187W, that go through beta decay to form Rhenium (Re).
The 187W will cause the most transmutation because its half life is only 24 h
[17]. Along with Re, other impurities form from other isotopes of W in the
wall. Figure 1.5 shows the most common species that are produced and their
concentrations over time. The increased Re impurities in the W matrix can
reduce the strength and alter the thermal properties of the PFC. Specifically,
studies have shown that the hardness increases with the concentration of Re
impurity [18]. Which is in contradiction to studies that show alloying W
with up to 26% Re actually reduces the hardness at elevated temperatures
[19]. The difference was explained by the production of Re rich precipitates
that are induced by neutron irradiation that are in the σ and χ phases of
the W-Re alloy. These are very hard and brittle precipitates, which leads to
the hardening of the overall sample [20]. Another important impurity that
is produced is Tantalum (Ta) which is produced directly by 182W (26.50%
natural abundance). A potential benefit of Ta is that it can transmute back
into tungsten and thus create a stable Ta-W alloy, that Gilbert et al. sug-
gested could maintain improved mechanical properties [15]. The discussion
of transmutation is a very complex situation in a fusion environment but
this presents an example of the complications that neutrons can produce in
PFCs.
1.3.4 Solid Surface Interactions with Plasmas
The section of the PFC that has the most interaction with the ions in the
plasma is the surface. The range of interaction is typically within the first few
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Figure 1.5: Calculations of the concentrations of transmuted elements in
atomic parts per million with respect to years of exposure in a burning
fusion reactor [15].
100’s of nm of the material. This is the region where the ions and electrons
interact with the PFC. The ions, if they have enough energy, can sputter
(remove atoms from the surface) and create collision cascades that alter the
mechanical properties of the material, such as reductions in the ductility
of the surface. The electrons impacting the surface will cause significant
increases in temperature that can lead to melting. The last interaction that
will be discussed in this section is the mechanisms behind fuel retention in
PFCs. Figure 1.6 shows a diagram of most of these mechanisms.
The most common method of erosion of particles in a fusion tokamak is
sputtering. Sputtering occurs when an atom near the surface of the mate-
rial gains enough energy from bombarding particles to overcome the surface
binding energy and escape the surface. The energy from the incident ion can
either be deposited directly into the atom itself, so that it is sputtered, or can
be the result of energy deposited below the surface that is transferred back
to the surface through atomic vibrations in the material lattice. The energy
transferred back to the surface can also be the result of a collision cascade
where atoms are displaced in the lattice like falling dominoes. Because the
sputtering is an energy driven process, there is a minimal energy that the
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incident ion needs to cause sputtering to occur. This energy is called the
sputter threshold. The energy dependence of the sputter yield (number of
atoms released per ion impact) increases up to a maximum value and then
decreases. The reason for the reduction at high energies is that when the
ions have high enough energy, the velocity of the ion lowers the probability
of it interacting with the atoms in the lattice. Additionally, the sputter yield
increases with the angle of incidence. With higher angles, the ion travels
at a much shallower trajectory and thus imparts more of its energy near
the surface, causing more atoms to be sputtered [16]. The majority of the
particles that are sputtered escape as neutral atoms and so will travel some
distance in the plasma before they are ionized and drawn back to the surface
by magnetic field lines. The rate at which they return to the surface is called
redeposition and is dependent on how easily the sputtered atom is ionized
as it enters the plasma [21]. The redeposition also leads to more intricate
plasma surface interactions (PSI), since the surface is no longer one compo-
nent. This is especially true for a multi-element PFC system such as the one
which is planned for ITER that will have a W divertor and a beryllium (Be)
first wall.
The type of sputtering discussed above is termed physical sputtering. With
the use of carbon as a high temperature material for a PFC, it was discovered
that there is another form of sputtering that researchers have named chemical
sputtering. Chemical sputtering on carbon occurs when a hydrogen isotope
impacts a carbon PFC and it forms a hydrocarbon on the surface. When
this hydrocarbon has a high vapor pressure at reactor pressures (10−4–10−6
Torr), the molecule will evaporate off the carbon surface [22]. This becomes
a concern when the potential for tritium rich hydrocarbons to enter into
the pumping systems increases and then complicates the tracking of tritium
inventory, which will be critical for reactor system commissioning efforts in
the future. This was discovered by the Joint European Torus (JET) team
as they measured tritium bearing hydrocarbons (primarily methane) in the
baﬄe regions of the pumping system below the JET tokamak [23]. Along
the same lines, this could also allow redeposition of tritium onto PFCs that
reduces the reclamation of the deposited tritium.
Sputtering is considered a microscopic erosion that introduces small amounts
of particles into the tokamak plasma. Macroscopic erosion also occurs in a
tokamak and is likely caused by the delamination of surfaces and from the
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Figure 1.6: Diagram of several PSI processes [24].
forces from the plasma exerted on a liquid surface. Defects on the surface
can appear when metals are exposed to enough low energy, low Z ions that
accumulate near the surface, resulting in bubbles. These bubble produce a
weakened surface layer that can flake off. A similar surface defect occurs
when large heat loads from the electrons in the plasma produce a localized
melt layer on the surface. With the presence of the magnetic field and plasma
current, a JxB force develops at the wall that overcomes the surface tension
of the liquid and causes ejection towards the plasma. This is not the only
force that can cause ejection from the liquid surface. The density differ-
ence between the plasma and the melted liquid will cause a Rayleigh-Taylor
instability, leading to the higher density melt layer to enter into the lower
density plasma. More details of this phenomenon will be discussed later.
The complex environment in a tokamak leads to unique erosion scenarios.
Although sputtering is only a concern for high energy ions, low energy
ions (less than 100 eV) can also have undesired consequences. Because of the
atomic size difference between the fuel ions from the plasma (D,T, and He)
and any high Z wall material, the ions can easily pass between atoms and can
encounter vacancies in the lattice and become trapped in that vacancy; this
is referred to as fuel retention. After this first ion becomes trapped, other
ions will begin to cluster together in that vacancy and eventually create a
bubble of gas. As it grows, it will produce stress on the atoms in the cluster
around it and may even cause a dislocation. This bubble, as it continues
to grow, can also migrate towards the surface and induce stress that will
produce blisters and holes on the surface, leading to a higher probability of
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erosion. However, if the PFC is at an elevated temperature, the ions that are
within the matrix will have more energy and will diffuse more readily to a
surface and not form bubbles. The retention in low Z materials is a chemical
trapping more then a physical trapping. For example, fuel is trapped in a
carbon PFC as hydrocarbons, although any He would be trapped in a similar
manner as that seen in a high Z material. One difference between the physical
retention of He in C and a high Z material is that, as the bubble forms, it
would displace more C atoms in the matrix, leading to more strain during
the growth of the bubble. In Li and Be, the fuel is retained in a similar
chemical process as the one that occurs in C, where it is a combination of
the low Z element, oxygen, and the fuel. The case of Li will be discussed in
more detail in the next chapter.
1.3.5 Liquid Surface Interactions with Plasmas
A solid surface is the simplest PFC that can be implemented in a fusion
reactor. Though, as has been discussed, there are complications with the
use of solids. This has led to the idea of flowing liquid systems for the walls
of a tokamak. With flowing liquid there are multiple facets to the types of
flows. For example, high velocity vs low velocity flows and thick vs. thin
flows. A thicker wall (10’s of cm) can absorb more neutrons from the fusion
plasma while a thin wall (a few cms) is easier to manage the flow physically.
Along with flow regimes, there are multiple types of liquids that have been
considered for a liquid metal wall. Some of these are lead-lithium (PbLi),
Li, Flibe (flourine lithium beryllium salt), tin (Sn), SnLi, and gallium (Ga).
Lithium containing liquids are the most appealing because of the tritium
production induced from 6Li. PbLi is no longer considered because it has a
large neutron reflection cross-section for low energy neutrons, which leads to
more damage to the solid walls behind the liquid. The challenges of liquids
are the control of the flow itself and the plasma surface interaction. The
primary work investigating free surface liquid metal ideas was carried out
by the APEX study. Two drive concepts were studied during the APEX
study. First was the gravity-momentum driven (GMD) method where liquid
is injected into a tokamak at the top of the vessel towards the wall at a
tangential angle. The momentum that it carries as it is injected allows the
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fluid to stick to the wall via an inertial force as it travels along the curved
wall. The speed at which the flow is injected will allow the inertial force
to retard the force of gravity of the liquid (figure 1.7a). If a portion of the
injection velocity is applied in the toroidal direction, the inertial force will
be even higher into the wall. The other concept of flow control comes from
the electrodynamics of a liquid metal, which is called electromagnetically
restrained (EMR) method. A current is driven in the poloidal direction
within the flow that allows a JxB force to form (with the toroidal magnetic
field) that is directed towards the wall. Again, as long as this force is larger
than gravity, the flow is controlled (figure 1.7b). This same JxB force, with
the variations in the magnetic field in the poloidal direction, could also drive
the liquid metal from the high field side of the tokamak to the low field side
(figure 1.7c), that is called the magnetic propulsion method. [25].
From the thick wall studies introduced above, it was observed that, for
liquid metals, the thickness will vary depending on the speed of the flow under
GMD flow. This is caused by a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) drag that is
produced by a conducting substrate under a liquid metal. With faster flow,
the liquid thickness reduces. However, if there is a toroidal component added
to the injection velocity, then the thickness of the flow can be maintained
because the parallel velocity will diminish the effect of gravity on the flow.
The thin wall concept will run at a much higher velocity to minimize exposure
time and to keep the surface temperature reduced. The additional challenge
with the thin wall is turbulence in the flow. The APEX study found that thin
films of Flibe will likely become turbulent and may slow, leading to increased
heating of the liquid and increased heat flux to the substrate. For the liquid
metals, the stability is slightly better but will still produce instability because
of the small thickness of the film. These studies were carried out looking at
Li, SnLi, and Flibe. For the thin film, the one that provided the most
protection from heat damage was SnLi. SnLi is appealing because of the
higher evaporation temperature that SnLi has compared to Li in liquid state
[25]. This reduced evaporation leads to a sustained thickness of the flow.
Although, a downside to SnLi is the high Z component of Sn that, if it did
erode, could increase Zeff .
Analyzing the flow itself was one outcome of the study, but another im-
portant aspect of the study was the modeling for the interaction of liquids
with the plasma. In particular, how liquid Li would be affected by the large
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Figure 1.7: Schematics of control schemes for liquid PFC concepts showing
flow and forces present. The use of GMD (a), EMR (b) and magnetic
propulsion (c) liquid metal concepts are illustrated. [25].
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heat flux caused by a plasma disruption. The vapor that is emitted from
the Li, when the surface temperature reaches the evaporation temperature,
leads to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. This arises from the different densities
of the liquid and gaseous Li mixing at the surface [25]. This is a common
instability that occurs in all fluids. Not only can this occur with a vapor
from a sudden evaporation, but it could also occur with the presence of the
plasma above the liquid PFC surface.
A method to overcome the Rayleigh-Taylor instability is to limit the area
of the free surface of the liquid. This can be done by either reducing the size
of channels used for a flowing system or by using a mesh system, which will
be discussed in the next chapter. The reduction via channels was studied
through the use of a device called LiMIT (figure 1.8). This device utilizes
the high surface tension of Li in narrow channels to prevent liquid lithium
ejection [26]. It is also a flowing Li system driven by the Seebeck effect to
produce a thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamic (TEMHD) flow. The heat
flux that will be present from the fusion plasma will create a current due
to the voltage difference generated by the temperature gradient between the
substrate and the Li [27]. This effect will also produce a flow due to the
JxB force from the current in the Li and the B field from the plasma. This
system has been tested on linear plasma devices [28], will be tested on the
Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak, and has proven effective
even when the system is upside down.
1.3.6 Current Material Choices for Next Step Fusion Reactors
As the understanding of fusion plasmas increased and scientists became ca-
pable of producing higher densities and temperatures, the need for materials
that could better withstand these conditions was needed. The wall material
needs to have effective physical and thermal properties, such as high melt-
ing temperature and high strength to handle plasma loads and the forces
from the magnetic fields, and large thermal conductivity to remove the heat
produced by the plasma. High atomic number metals typically have these
properties, but if they do fail they can contaminate the plasma. This is the
reason low Z materials would be better. Initially, the best candidate was
carbon because it has a sublimation temperature of 3915 K. Unfortunately,
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Figure 1.8: Diagram of the LiMIT device for a controlled flowing Li PFC.
The heat flux, current, and Li flow are indicated in each of the sub figures
[26] used with permission.
because of the high chemical activity of carbon, it became susceptible to
chemical erosion, where C and H isotopes form volatile hydrocarbons that
desorb from the surface and enter the plasma [22]. This becames more of a
concern because of the potential for tritium rich hydrocarbons to enter into
the pumping systems and complicate the tracking of tritium [23]. Based on
these concerns, researchers decided to return to high Z metals and tungsten
was selected as the most effective PFC because it has the best overall physical
properties.
The desire to limit high Z material is maintained among fusion physicists
and engineers. The use of tungsten will be minimized because not all regions
in a tokamak will receive the same loads from plasma exposure. Because of
the high density of the fusion plasma and the need to exhaust He ions out the
tokamak, certain regions of the tokamak, primarily the divertor, will receive
large particle and heat loads originating from the plasma. The divertor is the
region of the tokamak where the magnetic field lines that contain the plasma
intersect and directs exhaust ions toward pumping systems. In ITER, which
is to demonstrate that fusion is a viable energy source, the particle fluxes
that are expected on the divertor PFCs are 1x1024 ions/m2s. The estimated
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heat fluxes are >10 MW/m2. At this time, no materials can really tolerate
these conditions for a sustained period, including W. The current plan in
place is to use W tiles in the divertor of ITER, given that it has the highest
melting temperature of all metals and can resist particle sputtering at low
ion energy. Even with these tolerances, large plasma disruptions can still
cause W to melt, which would release large amounts of W into the plasma
that might raise Zeff . This will be especially true during ELMs. To limit
the amount of W in ITER, the first wall will consist of Be tiles. This is how
ITER will maintain a large amount of low Z materials in the vessel. The
Be was selected because of its oxygen gettering properties, which improves
the vacuum of the vessel, and it has been shown to have a small effect on
the plasma performance [29]. An additional complication with these two
materials in ITER is the redeposition of Be onto the W tiles that could
affect the divertor performance by complicating the PMI (plasma material
interaction) in the divertor.
The combination of Be and W will constitute the PFC make-up of ITER
but many feel that the tungsten will not fair well under ITER plasmas for
very long and will need to be replaced frequently. This is the reason that
a search for a more capable PFC component is still on going. Solids, as
have been discussed, have disadvantages especially if they are high Z, but
low Z material are also not immune to the similar troubles as has also been
discussed. Liquids present their own challenges in terms of control of flow
and surface stability to prevent ejections. This is where novel approaches to
the problem are required. Some possible novel ideas include:
• combinations of low Z and high Z materials to bring the strengths of
both and limit the weaknesses of each
• microscopic porous systems that act as reservoirs for low Z liquids to
replenish the surface during irradiation as the surface erodes
This dissertation will investigate Li and W as a combination of high and
low Z materials as it interacts with D and He ions. It will also investigate how
Li behaves with a porous W matrix (nano-tendrils) under reactor relevant
conditions.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Properties of Lithium
Lithium (Li) is the lightest metal on earth. It is an alkali metal with 3
protons and an average atomic mass of 6.9 amu. Because of it being an
alkali metal, it is highly reactive and will easily react with oxygen (O) or
water vapor in the air to form Li2O, Li2O2, and LiOH, where H is hydrogen.
This reactivity also allows it to be very effective as a component of modern
batteries for electronic devices and electric automobiles. It also has a low
melting temperature of 453 K and a high vapor pressure of 10−6 Torr at 579
K once molten. There is also a key nuclear reaction that occurs with Li.
When a neutron interacts with a 6Li nucleus, a tritium (T) ion is produced.
This could be a very effective way to produce fuel for a burning fusion power
plant. These properties have brought Li to the forefront in studies for a low
atomic number (Z) plasma facing component (PFC) in tokamak systems.
2.2 Lithium Behavior in Tokamaks and Fusion Reactor
Relevant Plasmas
The initial idea for using Li in a fusion reactor was as apart of a liquid
blanket device that would absorb the fusion neutrons and produce T, as well
as taking the heat absorbed and converting it to electricity. This avenue of
research is ongoing to create the blanket system for a tokamak that can act
as a T source. It has also been used as a diagnostic for the plasma in a
tokamak, which led to the discovery that Li has a surprising effect on the
plasma performance of tokamak plasmas. These effects were first observed
on Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and then further developed on
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National Spherical Tokamak Experiment (NSTX). These tests were carried
out at Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL). Later these effects
were also observed on the Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokamak
(EAST) in China. However, on ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) Li pellet injection
did not show similar results on metal walls.
2.2.1 Lithium Experiments on Tokamaks
Originally, the plan was to use a lithium pellet injected into the plasma
to determine the energy distribution of alpha particles produced from the
fusion reaction [30]. In the process of testing the alpha particle diagnostics
on TFTR, many plasma parameters increased including: neutron yield, Q
value (net power gain), stored energy, energy confinement time, central ion
temperature, and beta poloidal (ratio of plasma pressure and magnetic field).
Early conjectures for the reason behind this effect was that pellets were
coating the walls and leading to lowered erosion of the PFCs [31]. After
TFTR was decommissioned and NSTX was built, the scientists at PPPL
continued testing Li as a wall conditioning technique. The initial tests were
to use pellet injection just as they had done when conditioning the walls in
TFTR. Next, they would use oven evaporators to deposit Li on the walls of
NSTX, and lastly they would move to a fully Liquid Li Divertor (LLD) [32].
The pellet injections were carried out using particles with specific masses
and with varying levels of He discharge cleaning. Either the chamber did
not receive any cleaning (He glow discharge) or a low confinement mode (L
mode) He discharge. When a discharge cleaning preceded the Li injection, the
lithium would pump more fuel at the wall and thus lower the recycling from
the wall. The reasoning behind this effect is that the He discharge removed
the fuel from the C walls and thus allowed the Li, once it was deposited, to
take up fuel from the plasma instead of becoming saturated by the fuel still
in the wall [31].
When NSTX was constructed, pellet injection continued in a similar man-
ner as in TFTR but with the purpose of controlling fuel recycling from the
walls. The pellet injection tests were consistent with those performed on
TFTR [32]. Following that success, the team at PPPL developed a Li evap-
oration system for NSTX, called LITER [33]. The deposition would occur
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between shots and deposit on the lower divertor of NSTX. During the H mode
shots, the pulse duration increased, Edge Localized Modes (ELMs) were sup-
pressed, energy confinement improved, and the ion and electron temperature
increased at the pedestal. The ELM suppression was of particular interest
because it could lessen the amount of accumulated damage to the PFCs but
it would need to be controlled so that impurities could be ejected from the
core plasma [34]. However, on the EAST tokamak in China, Li has shown
that it can prevent ELMs and yet still reduce impurities in the core. With
the use of evaporative coatings in combination with a sub mm pellet Li injec-
tor that operated continuously during plasma shots, the scientists at EAST
achieved a 18 s long pulse that was ELM free. In addition to being ELM
free, they did not observe an increase of impurities in the core plasma. They
contributed this effect to an edge coherent magnetohydrodynamic mode that
leads to cross-field transport in the edge plasma to prevent ELMs [35]. In
contrast, on the all W AUG tokamak, when Li is injected at high speeds
(>300 m/s compared to 9 m/s in EAST), there is a loss in the core stored
energy of ≈5%. They also observed that the lithium on the walls did tem-
porarily improve plasma performance but the heightened performance could
not be sustained because the Li did not persist on the walls [36]. From these
observations, to produce improvements in the plasma performance, it is ap-
parent that the Li needs to stay near the walls (within the edge plasma) or
on the walls, so it will not enter the core plasma.
A draw back to any solid PFC is the eventual damage and erosion that
will occur within the fusion environment. As was mentioned previously, the
idea of a flowing liquid metal, containing Li, as a part of a fusion power
plant has been around for many years. This is due to the potential tritium
production available when neutrons interact with 6Li. The flow is required
to allow the tritium to be harvested outside of the reactor vessel so that it
can be reintroduced as fuel and allow heat to be transported to generate
electricity [25]. This concept has been termed a blanket and it would not
need to be in direct contact with the plasma to absorb the fusion neutrons.
However, if this liquid blanket does interact with plasma, it could easily
overcome the weaknesses of a solid PFC by healing itself after damage has
occurred. However, if the damage is a large enough momentum transfer, then
the liquid could splash and could become a source of impurities in the core
plasma. The liquid can be stabilized using a porous media with macroscopic
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pores. This has been used as a limiter in the Russian Tokamaks T-10 and
T-11M and the Italian tokamak FTU [37, 38]. In NSTX, the liquid Li PFC
was implemented in the divertor with a microscopically porous molybdenum
(Mo) alloy substrate. They named it the LLD. They observed improved
plasma performance and stability of the liquid Li surface [39]. This stability
observed was unexpected given that previous experiments on the tokamak
DIII-D at General Atomics in San Diego showed instability of a Li layer
loaded into a 1 mm deep stainless steel or carbon cup [40]. However, the
ejection observed at DIII-D was likely due to a Rayleigh-Taylor instability
of the large free surface of the liquid Li, which is contrary to the stability
observed on NSTX from the porous substrate that was analyzed by Jaworski
et al. [39, 41].
2.2.2 Current Understanding of the Effect of Lithium on
Plasma Performance
When it was determined that the Li deposited in TFTR and in NSTX led
to improved plasma performance because the Li lowers the recycling of fuel
from the walls, scientists began to investigate how the Li uptakes D species
so successfully. Initial ideas suggested that the D was bonding to the Li
only, but more detailed experiments and modeling led to the discovery that
it is actually the combination of Li and O that leads to the binding of D in
lithiated graphite PFCs.
Controlled laboratory studies began at Purdue University investigating
the chemistry involved in the uptake of D in lithiated graphite. The samples
were small discs of ATJ graphite that would receive a 2 µm coating of Li.
This coating was then exposed to 500 eV ions of D2. X-ray Photoelectron
Spectroscopy (XPS) was used to characterize the chemistry during the irra-
diation with the clean graphite and unexposed Li as the baseline chemistry.
These spectra showed new peaks in the O 1s and C 1s region at ≈533 eV
and ≈292 eV respectively (figure 2.1). There was also a slight shift in the Li
1s spectra. These changes in the spectra indicate a functionality that formed
between Li, O, and D [42, 43]. This same chemistry was observed after post
mortem analysis of cored NSTX tiles [44]. Further investigations using quan-
tum molecular dynamics models, that used similar ratios of Li, O, and D in
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a carbon matrix as those measured from experiments, observed that the D
prefers to bond to O once it has first bonded to Li. During irradiation, the Li
attracts and bonds the O and then the D binds to the O [45]. Experimental
studies confirmed this when oxygen ions were implanted into a clean carbon
substrate without Li and then exposed to D ions. After the D exposure
there was no increase in the 533 eV O 1s peak and no appearance of the
292 eV C 1s peak indicating that no extra retention occurred. Additionally,
the oxygen content on the surface diminished, which lessens the chances for
D ions to be retained [46]. The role of oxygen is also demonstrated by the
pronounced increased oxygen content observed following irradiation with D
of a lithiated graphite sample. When the sample was irradiated with D ions
up to a fluence of ∼1021 ions/m2, the oxygen concentration of the surface
increases by a factor of ≈3, which produces more binding sites for D [47].
Additional studies have shown that this functionality produces the highest
but not the strongest retention. Thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) of
a few monolayers of Li deposited on Mo exposed to D ions, showed that Li-D
bonds produced a more resilient D retention in the lithium layer than it did
when O was present. They tested this effect by oxidizing the film before D
irradiation. The TDS results showed a higher energy peak for the Li-D bonds
than the Li-O-D bonds [48].
2.3 Properties of Tungsten
Tungsten is a transition metal with a high atomic number (Z=74). Of all
metals, it has the highest melting temperature (3695 K) and is only surpassed
by carbon for pure elements (though carbon only sublimates outside high
pressure regimes). It also has excellent thermal properites with a thermal
conductivity of 173 W/(m·K) allowing it to be an effective heat conducting
PFC. Mechanically, it has a vickers hardness between 3430 and 4320 MPa
(near room temperature), tensile strength between 300 and 400 MPa, and
high Ductile to Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) of ≈623 K [13].
Because it has a high atomic number, it has a low sputter threshold for D
and He ions (190 and 120 eV, respectively) [49].
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Figure 2.1: XPS scans of ATJ graphite after lithium deposition and after
deuterium irradiation. The region scans at the top of the figure show the
formation of additional peaks in C 1s and O 1s regions. The wide scan in
the bottom of the figure shows a marked increase in the oxygen surface
content after D irradiation [47].
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2.4 Behavior of Tungsten in Fusion Relevant Plasmas
Because of the properties described above and that C was found to produce
hydrocarbons that will likely contain T, tungsten has been chosen as one of
the PFC materials for the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reac-
tor (ITER). Within ITER, the W will reside in the divertor of that reactor,
where the particle and heat fluxes will be the most severe. The divertor
is located at the bottom of a tokamak and acts as the exhaust system of
the reactor with fluxes up to 1024 ions/m2s [50]. Because of tungsten’s high
melting temperature and thermal conductivity, it can tolerate most of the
heat loads but does not tolerate low energy D or He. When irradiated with
D or He below ≈1 keV in energy, these ions induce bubbles, blisters, and
other surface microstructural changes under fusion relevant exposure (high
flux and fluence). Within these surface defects as well as any internal defects
created by the irradiation, binding sites are created that will trap hydrogen
and lead to undesired retention [51]. Tests to elucidate the behavior of tung-
sten under reactor conditions have been carried out both in simulated high
flux plasmas produced by linear plasma devices but also within tokamaks as
a test bed for ITER.
2.4.1 Simulation of Fusion Plasma Effects on Tungsten
These defects that were introduced above occur as a result of numerous
parameters and have been studied extensively in linear plasma devices. The
blisters that form occur at surface temperatures (Tsurf) ≤1200 K, fluences
around ∼1026 D+/m2, and at energies from 10 eV to 1 keV [52, 53]. However,
the blisters do appear to be flux dependent. Wang et al. did not observe
any blisters with Tsurf over 600 K and fluxes below ∼1020 D+/m2 [52] while
Tokunaga et al. reported blisters forming at 1100 K under a flux of ∼1022
D+/m2 [53]. The bubbles, which can develop into holes, are produced by He
irradiation. These are observed at over 2000 K, with low energy ions above
5 eV, and over a number of fluences starting at ∼1023 He+/m2 [54, 55].
Lastly, there is tungsten “fuzz”. Tungsten fuzz is nanostructured tendrils
that forms after exposure to He ions between 20-100 eV and 1000-1800 K
[56, 57]. It is also dependent on the fluence. Baldwin et al. found that the
thickness of the fuzz depends on the time of exposure through a square root
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dependence [58]. Any of these defects can cause the W to erode faster in
a fusion environment and cause the plasma to quench as well as diminish
tungsten’s thermal properties.
The studies above investigated the damage caused by one species, but
within a divertor there will be a combination of both of D and He ions from
the plasma. The expected concentration in a burning plasma will be about
5–10% helium. Because of this, researchers have also investigated the simul-
taneous irradiation of W under D and He as well as sequential irradiation
to look more closely at these effects. Lee et al. discussed the effects from
both D and He during both simultaneous and sequential irradiation. The
authors were looking at the retention behavior of D under simultaneous He
irradiation by using TDS. From the TDS data, they saw that the H did not
have an effect on the He trapping within the W. However, during simulta-
neous irradiations, they found that the retention of D is changed from that
of pure D irradiation. In the TDS spectra, they observed a reduction in the
650 K desorption peak, which corresponds with D release. The researchers
associated this reduction with a change in the binding behavior of D. They
concluded that the He was creating more defects in which the D became
trapped [59].
To further investigate this phenomenon, Lee et al. also investigated the
permeation of D under simultaneous irradiations. For this study, they used
thin W discs (30 µm) placed in a chamber where the emitted species from
the side opposite of the beam were collected to estimate the permeation of
D. They found that the permeation through the sample is reduced when
irradiated with both D and He in comparison to D only. The permeation
was shown to be dependent on temperature for D only irradiations, but the
effect was increased when He was introduced. In addition, they observed a
shift in the incident flux from a linear dependence for D only to a square root
dependence for D-He irradiations. This dependence they associated with a
theory by Doyle and Brice that includes two mechanisms in the formulation:
a linear term for diffusion and a square root term for surface recombination.
From this, they concluded that the diffusion of D to the incident surface is
enhanced when there is He because the He fills the vacancy traps for D and
inhibits diffusion to the back surface [60].
Other research groups have seen this reduction in retention as well. Ogorod-
nikova et al. also performed a study with He seeded plasmas but on different
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grades of W. They exposed ITER polycrystalline reference grade W, plasma
sprayed W thin film, and a magnetron sputtered W thin film with implanted
W ions. Both of the films were on carbon substrates. In the ITER reference
W, the retention was higher near the surface but decreased quickly further
into the bulk compared to the D only case where the concentration decreased
gradually. Overall though, the total retention was reduced when the He was
added to the plasma at higher fluences. In contrast, little difference was seen
between pure D and He seeded plasma for the thin films. This the authors
attributed to higher concentrations of He in the near surface preventing dif-
fusion further into either the film or the bulk. These tests also did not see
a change in the TDS spectra associated with changes to the D binding sites
[61]. This is likely due to the lower energy (<100 eV) used for these tests
compared to the study by Lee et al. (>500 eV).
Another group researched the effects of He seeding in D plasmas at low
energies but at two order of magnitude higher fluxes. They also saw a faster
decrease of D concentration in the near surface region when He was intro-
duced (figure 2.2). In addition using scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
they saw a reduction in the number of blisters formed on the surface from
deuterium. Blisters are a common surface morphology on W irradiated with
low energy D at high fluxes, which are believed to form from interstitials of
D that migrate to the surface [62].
A couple of authors have also suggested a reason for the lowered D reten-
tion. This suggested reason is that the He creates diffusion pathways to the
surface. First, Miyamoto et al. used W exposed to He seeded D plasmas to
look with detail at the microstructural changes. Using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), they observed the formation of interconnected He bub-
bles from the bulk to the surface. This was accompanied with a reduction
in D released during TDS. They suggest that these bubble clusters create a
diffusion path to the surface for the deuterium [63].
Also, Sakoi et al. looked at this retention behavior using sequential irra-
diation. They used higher energy ions, 1.5 keV D+ and 3.0 keV He+, than
Miyamoto et al., as well as using a low energy He plasma before D irra-
diation. The higher energy irradiations at lower fluences (<1022 He+/m2)
produced an increase in the D retention and above that fluence the D reten-
tion is reduced. The increase was contributed to the formation of defects,
while the higher fluence began to create the bubble clusters. In contrast,
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Figure 2.2: Plots of depth profiles of D concentration exposed to (a) pure D
plasma and (b) He seeded D plasma. The He seeded concentration show a
drastic drop in D concentration in approximately the first 100 nm
compared to the pure D plasma [62].
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the He plasma did not produce an increase in D retention. It is likely that
the retention change was not noticeable because the fluence that they first
plotted was at 1023 He+/m2, which was the same as the highest from the
high energy ion case [64]. In both of these experiments, they show that the
bubbles likely provide a diffusion pathway.
The first experiments to show the fuzz formation on W under low energy
and high flux He ion bombardment were performed by Baldwin and Doerner
on PISCES B. They observed nano-tendrils form on the surface of W exposed
to 60 eV He ions and at surface temperatures of 1120 and 1320 K. Once the
fuzz was discovered, they extended the tests and determined that the thick-
ness of the fuzz was dependent on the He fluence with a square root relation
[58]. After the experiments by Baldwin and Doerner, fuzz was seen to form
on W mirrors in the linear plasma device NAGDIS-II in Japan. Sakaguchi
et al. found that the fuzz formed under 30 and 50 eV ions and with surface
temperatures of ≈1800 K [54]. Because this fuzz appears fragile and can be
easily rubbed off when touched with a gloved hand, there is concern that
the nano-structure will increase the production of W dust inside a tokamak
under reactor relevant conditions. Additionally, other studies have shown
that the fuzz on molybdenum (Mo) erodes under transient heat loads [65].
Others have also observed that unipolar arcs along the surface of “fuzzy”
samples induce significant erosion of the fuzz [66, 67]. This is especially con-
cerning because the fuzz increases the likelihood of the unipolar arcing during
plasma heat transients [68]. Additionally, there are worries about how the
fuzz affects the thermal properties of W as a PFC. Kajita et al. observed
a decrease in the thermal conductivity of a nanostructured W sample when
exposed to simulated plasma heat transients [69]. This loss of conductivity
will lower the heat removal capabilities of the divertor. Along with the low-
ered heat conductivity, the fuzz could melt more easily. Nishihijima et al.
observed localized melting (figure 2.3) of fuzz under transient plasma loads of
1.1 MJ/m2 that induced melting of the tendrils [70]. This localized melting
could lead to droplet ejection. Because of these issues, scientists have put
in a large amount of research to better understand fuzz so that it can be
prevented.
In general, it is conjectured that the fuzz is produced by the accumulation
and growth of He bubbles within the surface of W. In a TEM study, Kajita
et al. observed bubbles forming in the bulk and when the bubble grew large
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Figure 2.3: SEM micrographs of W fuzz exposed to 1.1 MJ/m2 plasma
transients. They show that fuzz will melt under significant energy
deposition [70].
enough to break through the surface, protrusions would extend out of the
surface. The craters that were left after the bubble burst would develop new
bubbles that would increase the depth of the crater and would eventually
create the tendrils [71]. In another TEM study, this time in-situ, Miyamoto
et al. exposed tungsten samples to 3 keV He ions while the sample was within
a TEM column. They observed the same He bubbles during irradiation
at 1473 K. This formation they attributed to He bubble diffusion to the
surface leaving empty spaces behind. However, if they implanted He without
forming fuzz and then annealed the sample to 1473 K, they also observed fuzz
formation. They concluded that the He could be enhancing surface diffusion
of W [72].
The theory that He bubbles in the bulk drives the formation of fuzz has
had some experimental confirmation. These experiments carried out by Fiflis
et al. observed the initial phases of fuzz formation and confirmed the growth
is driven from the bulk by using W coated Mo wires. The initial phases were
determined by using SEM to observe a single W wire exposed to sequential He
ion doses. The progression began with pits and holes that would progress to
hill and valley like structures. After that formation, individual tendrils would
emerge out of the hills and valleys[73]. To further explore the mechanism,
they used a W sputter coated Mo wire to determine if the bulk still provides
material to the fuzz. Using Auger Electron Spectroscopy, they observed
the concentration of W decrease down the length of the fuzz, for an initial
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200 nm W coating, leading to a Mo rich region of the tendrils. [74]. This
result suggests that the fuzz tendrils are driven from the bulk even with a
diminished He dose at the base that is caused by the porous nature of the
tendrils.
From these studies and others, it is clear that some control of the He
bubbles may be necessary to either mitigate or minimize He-induced tendril
formation at the W surface. As mentioned earlier, the introduction of a low
Z coating could result in disrupting this growth mechanism, while at the
same time promoting low-Z atoms to the plasma-material interface during
irradiation, thus “adapting” the interface to the fusion plasma conditions.
This is likely due to the low-Z coating reducing the amount of vacancy-
driven void formation that limited the accumulation of He intragranularly
and perhaps limited some accumulation at the grain boundaries as well.
This is highly speculative at this point and requires much more detailed
systematic studies of the interplay between the irradiation-driven defects, the
microstructure, and the low-Z coating evolution. Another potential method,
to reduce He-bubble formation, is to decrease vacancy cluster formation in
the grains after the He is implanted into the bulk. Using increased grain
boundaries could produce a diffusion pathway and sinks for vacancies that
could enable He to transport out of the W before clustering into bubbles.
This conjecture also requires further testing, although earlier work by Allain
and El-Atwani has demonstrated that He-induced fuzz formation thresholds
could be extended by almost an order of magnitude from refinement of W
grain size distribution [75, 57, 76, 77, 78, 79].
2.4.2 Tungsten’s Behavior in Operating Tokamaks
As was mentioned above, with ITER designated to have metals walls (a W
divertor and a Beryllium (Be) first wall), a number of tokamaks around the
world have implemented W PFCs in their devices. Some of these tokamaks
include Joint European Torus (JET) in the United Kingdom, AUG and Toka-
mak Experiment for Technology Oriented Research (TEXTOR) in Germany,
and EAST in China. In the first three tokamaks, ELMs were simulated for
the express purpose of generating melt to determine the behavior of said
melt to the tokamak environment. In the experiments in TEXTOR, the re-
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searchers inserted castellated (gaped) W tiles on a limiter into the plasma.
These were bulk tile with a thickness of 2 mm. They observed melt layers
that occurred primarily near the gaps of the tiles. Due to the JxB forces
in the tokamak and the shear forces induced by the plasma wall interaction,
ejection was present in both a continuous spray of small particles (a few µm)
and random large droplets (10s of µm). Additionally, they also observed
that the melt layer compounded. As it roughened, it was more susceptible
to melting [80]. On JET, the scientists set up a staggered set of tiles in order
to produce a leading edge that would enhance the chance for melting, as was
seen with the castellated tiles in TEXTOR. During the experiments, they
observed a total of volume of 6.2 mm3 was displaced from the tiles. This
melt motion happened during 30 ELMs and they estimated that each ELM
displaced about 7 µm from the surface. The plasma performance during
these shots was only minorly affected as an increase in the radiative power
was observed but no disruptions occurred [81]. Along with standard W tiles,
TEXTOR has also tested W tiles with nano-structured fuzz. The fuzz on
these samples were observed to erode completely unless they became coated
with carbon [82].
Erosion measurements from AUG have shown that measurable amounts of
W eroded during plasma experiments but not sufficient to contaminate the
plasma. The initial studies on that tokamak showed minimal core contami-
nation when nitrogen (N) seeding in the scrape-off-layer (SOL), the outside
layer of plasma beyond the last closed flux surface, was used to cool the edge
plasma [83]. Additionally, they investigated the motion of ejected droplets of
W in the divertor of the AUG. They used a probe arm with a 1 mm square
rod inserted near the outer strike point to maximize the flux that it would
see. They observed that 50-100 µm droplets were ejected from the rod with
a lifetime of 100 ms and a path length of 1 m around the divertor. Even with
the measured lifetime and path length, they observed little W transport into
the core plasma [84].
2.5 Motivation of Work
The purpose of this work is to investigate whether the weaknesses of W can
be overcome with the addition of Li. One aspect, to determine if Li can be an
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effective coating for a metallic PFC, is to determine its retention behavior.
Previous work investigating Li coatings on W showed that when a layer of
Li ≈500 nm thick is exposed to 50 eV/amu D ions, the same functionality
appears in the O 1s spectra [85] as that of the lithiated carbon experiment
by Taylor that was discussed in section 2.2.2. This can be seen in figure 2.4.
We want to further understand this phenomenon because it could lead to a
control mechanism of fuel retention in Li coatings on tokamak PFCs. This
is the basis for the first hypothesis listed below.
The second hypothesis comes from research that investigates how Li in-
teracts with W fuzz. It has been shown that low Z impurities (Be and C)
added to a mixed D-He plasma will inhibit the formation of nano-structured
fuzz. The reduction was caused by the formation of tungsten carbine and
tungsten beryllium compounds on the surface [86]. These results drove us
to consider, whether Li would have a similar effect reducing the production
of fuzz on the surface of W. Initial results (Chapter 6) showed that the fuzz
would form the same whether there was Li or not and that the Li may persist
among the nano-tendrils. With the Li persisting, assuming it is a coating
on the tendrils, can the Li layer act as a protective coating? We have been
coating materials for centuries in order to provide protection to the under-
lying materials. The primary, non-aesthetic reason, for painting houses and
automobiles, is to protect the wood or metal underneath the paint.
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Figure 2.4: XPS plots of the O 1s region for Lithium coatings on three
different commercial W substrates. These coatings were irradiated by (a) D
ions, (b) D and He ions simultaneously, and (c) by He only. The Li-D-O
peak that is labeled in each plot is associated with the retention mechanism
of deuterium. This peak is most prominent in the D only case [85].
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2.6 Hypotheses
1. Helium lowers the amount of D retained in a Li layer on W by prevent-
ing the bonding of D and Li in Li-O-D complexes and LiD compounds,
as well as altering D binding sites at defects. This has the potential to
control T retention in ITER.
2. Lithium layers on tungsten fuzz can prevent tungsten dust production
by creating protective coating on the individual fuzz tendrils.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND
FACILITIES
3.1 IGNIS Surface Characterization Facility
At the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, a new in-situ, in-operando
surface characterization facility has been designed and has begun operating.
This facility is called IGNIS (Ion-Gas-Neutral Interactions with Surfaces).
The facility is an Ultra High Vacuum (UHV) modification and characteriza-
tion chamber. There are over 40 designated ports that are currently being
used or will be used later for either modification or characterization equip-
ment. Additionally, the chamber has a load lock attached to provide more
efficient loading and unloading of samples and allows the primary chamber
(IGNIS) to maintain as pristine of a vacuum as possible. At the time of writ-
ing this dissertation, the IGNIS facility has the capability of modifying the
surface of a material, with a max size of 3 cm in diameter or width (square),
with a broad beam (>10 cm FWHM) from a Tectra GENII dual gridded
plasma ion source, and a low flux and small spot size (<1.5 cm FWHM)
Nonsequitur Technologies (NTI) ion source. The NTI ion source also dou-
bles as a characterization source for Low-Energy Ion Scattering Spectroscopy
(LEISS). Other characterization capabilities on IGNIS are near ambient pres-
sure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS), gaseous mass spectroscopy
with the use of a quadrupole high pressure Residual Gas Analyzer (RGA),
and deposition and sputter yield measurement through a Quartz Crystal
Microbalance (QCM). Lastly, the chamber has two custom, in house built
evaporators for Sn and Li. In the future, the chamber will have the Raman
Spectroscopy, Secondary Neutral Mass Spectroscopy (SNMS), and sputter
deposition sources.
First, we will discuss the modification sources on IGNIS. The Tectra source
on IGNIS generates the plasma through the use of a magnetron generator that
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is coupled to a ceramic cup with a gas inlet. The source typically operates
in the 0.1 to 1 mTorr range of pressures. Once the plasma is stabilized in
the cup, the ions are extracted by one grid that is negatively charged and
then a second grid that is positively charged drives the extracted ions to
the desired energy between 50 and 1750 eV. The ion fluxes, for most gases,
are on the order of 1013 ions/cm2s. The NTI ion source is a filament based
source that uses the potential in a filament to ionize the gas. The ions from
the plasma are then directed to the sample through a series of electrostatic
lenses. This ion source has ion energies that vary from 500 eV up to 2500
eV. The electrostatic lens system also allows the beam spot to be adjusted
from ≈15 mm down to a few mm. The flux will vary with the beam size
but in general, the flux is typically 1-2 orders of magnitude below that of the
Tectra ion source.
Now, we will explain the characterization capabilities on IGNIS. XPS is a
method to analyze the surface chemistry and composition of the constituents
for the first few nm of the surface of a sample. This depth is determined by
the material and the mean free path (MFP) of the electron out of the sample.
This emitted electron is an electron that has been removed by the deposited
energy of an impinging x-ray. Most XPS system use two types of x-rays for
the excitation of photoelectrons. Those are Al Kα (1486.7 keV) and Mg Kα
(1253.6 keV) [87]. When one of these x-rays interacts with an electron in an
element, the electron absorbs the energy of the x-ray photon and converts
it into kinetic energy minus the initial binding energy of the electron in the
element. When the analyzer collects the emitted electron it measures the
kinetic energy and calculates the binding energy using the energy of the x-
ray and the work function of the sample. The work function is the energy
required for an electron to leave the surface of an element. This measurement
will collect the majority of the electrons and place them at the correct binding
energy. However, if electrons are emitted by x-rays that are slightly outside
the characteristic energy window, due to a non-monochromated source, peaks
will appear above and/or below their expected binding energy peaks. These
are referred to as satellite peaks and are typically only a few eV above or
below the binding energy peak(s). Additionally, if the electrons have to
travel further through the sample and have collisions in the sample, then
there will be peaks that occur above the primary peaks in binding energy.
This is a broad peak and will form 20–25 eV above the binding energy peaks.
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Either of these peaks will be of much lower intensity than the primary peaks
[87]. To measure the emitted electrons, a hemispherical analyzer is typically
used. A hemispherical analyzer works by varying the electrostatic potential
in the hemisphere to change the trajectory of the particle. The curvature
of the trajectory is determined by the kinetic energy of the particle being
accelerated by the coulomb force.
For our XPS system, it is a one of a kind, specially designed hemispherical
energy analyzer from the SPECs company. The drift tube from the chamber
to the hemispherical portion of the analyzer is differentially pumped in two
stages to allow the analyzer to remain in high enough vacuum to produce
good signal to noise ratios. To assist with the pumping and signal filtering,
there are two irises in the drift tube. One iris is after the drift tube and
before the hemisphere and limits the pressure from the chamber entering
the analyzer. The pressure in the analyzer is maintained separately by its
own individual turbomolecular pump. The other iris is near the collection
cone at the sample end of the analyzer. This iris blocks high angle scattered
electrons from of the surface that contribute to the noise in the signal as
well as can aid in fine spatial resolutions scans. The x-rays that generate the
photoelectrons for analysis are produced by a differentially pumped x-ray
source that can operate up to 1 Torr in pressure, which is also from SPECs.
With typical ambient pressure analyzers, which are recent inventions, the
work distance between the collection cone, at the end of the analyzer, and
the sample is typically 1-2 mm. The analyzer that we had customized was
designed to operate at a work distance of 30 mm and a max pressure of 5
mTorr. This allows analysis of a sample during modification by an ion source,
which permits real time analysis of the surface chemistry.
In XPS, the chemistry of the surface is measured by binding energy shifts
within specific energy regions. Each element has a specific set of electron
orbitals (i.e. 1s, 2s, 2p, 3d, etc.) and these are the regions that are selected
for analysis in XPS. As the atomic number increases, the number of electron
orbitals increases. Each orbital has a characteristic energy when the element
is bonded to itself. This is typically set as the central binding energy of
the region scans. As an element binds to another element, the electron
shell becomes distorted and the binding energy changes. This produces a
shift in the binding energy peak for both elements that are making a bond.
Analyzing these chemical shifts and comparing them to literature can allow
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determination of what chemical compositions are being produced.
For LEISS, the analyzed particle is an ion. An energetic ion (1-5 keV)
is directed at a sample at an angle to facilitate scattering and detection.
Because of the low energy compared to other ion scattering techniques, the
impinging ion has a higher chance of scattering, and if the ion undergoes elas-
tic scattering then the kinetic energy of the scattered ion will have decreased
according to scattering theory. The scattering energy is equal to
E1 = E0
(
4mimscos
2θ
(mi +ms)2
)
(3.1)
where E0 is the incident energy, E1 is the scattered energy, mi and ms are
the mass of the incident ion and the surface atom respectively, and θ is
the scattering angle. From these parameters, the mass of the atoms on the
surface can be determined. The scattering angle is determined by the angle
that an ion has to scatter to enter the analyzer with respect to the incident
trajectory. This technique is very surface sensitive because the reflected ions
are scattered from the first few monolayers of the surface. It is also extremely
sensitive to the morphology of the sample, since variations in the height of the
surface will affect how the ions scatter. The ions are analyzed in a similar
manner as are the electrons in the hemisphere, except when they exit the
hemisphere. For ion spectroscopy, a negatively charged grid is utilized to
repel the electrons that have entered the analyzer before they can reach the
detector. This allows only the ions to be detected.
The last characterization technique used in IGNIS for this dissertation is
the RGA for monitoring gaseous species produced during irradiation and for
Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy (TDS). The RGA is a quadrupole mass
spectrometer. This consists of four charged rods that are coupled top to bot-
tom (negative) and side to side (positive). The potential between the poles
are varied to cause particle of a set mass to charge ratio (m/q) to oscillate be-
tween the poles and towards the detector. To provide the mass resolution, the
potential is stepped to isolate certain masses during each step. Preceding the
quadrupole there is a filament that ionizes the incoming gas species. These
species can be single elements or compounds. For both type of species, there
are multiple m/q states that can exist with unique creation probabilities.
These unique sets of compounds and elements that are produced when the
incoming gas is ionized are called cracking patterns. Knowing these cracking
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patterns allows a researcher to separate different species that have shared
m/q values. On IGNIS, we have the benefit of an RGA that can operate
at mTorr pressures in contrast to 10−6 Torr max pressure. This allows the
observation of species emitted while we are operating the Tectra source at
10−4 Torr.
To perform TDS, a controlled temperature ramp is used to coordinate the
temperature and the time data on the RGA. As the temperature increases
certain species (like hydrogen isotopes for fuel retention experiments) will
begin to increase in the signal collected by the RGA as energy imparted by
heating surpasses the binding energy of the chemical compound holding the
compound together or the atom in its binding site in the substrate. This is a
qualitative technique that can determine a total amount of a species bound
in a set configuration and the binding energy. For example, trapped H in
W is released at 600-900K while He implanted in W is released between 900
and 2000 K depending on the sample temperature during implantation and
morphology [88, 89, 90]. These distinct temperatures correlate to unique
binding energies in the sample. Also, when the peak in integrated, the total
number of that species is determined.
3.2 Magnum and Pilot-PSI Facilities
We have the benefit of collaborating with the largest and highest density
linear plasma device in the world. This device is Magnum PSI (figure 3.1) at
FOM-DIFFER (Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research) in Eind-
hoven, the Netherlands. The source that provides the high density plasma is
called a cascaded arc source. This source is based on the expansion of a near
atmosphere thermal plasma expanding into vacuum [91, 92]. The plasma
produced by this source is then confined by a superconducting magnet that
increases the density to provide a particle flux on the order of 1024 ions/m2s
to a sample surface. Because of the high particle flux from the plasma, a
water cooling system is used to maintain the desired temperature for each
experiment. The chamber system was designed to accommodate large assem-
blies of PFC components, such as an entire ITER divertor tile assembly, to
look at large scale behavior. In order to monitor the plasma and the surface
of the sample a number of diagnostics are implemented on Magnum. They
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Figure 3.1: A diagram of the Magnum PSI device.
use a laser system to take thompson scattering measurements to determine
plasma density and electron temperatures. A pyrometer is aimed at the sam-
ple to estimate surface temperature and can be utilized to observe changes in
emissivity. To monitor emitted species, they use an Avantis optical emission
spectroscope and also wavelength filtered fast cameras [93]. Another linear
plasma device was also available at DIFFER. This device was a proof of con-
cept device that used the same the cascaded arc source as Magnum and solid
state magnets instead of a superconducting magnet. It was called Pilot-PSI
and was built before Magnum. Pilot-PSI was in operation until DIFFER
changed venues, within the Netherlands, from Nieuwegein to Eindhoven.
3.3 Frederick Seitz Materials Research Laboratory
Characterization Facilities
Another great advantage, of the University of Illinois, is the Frederick Seitz
Materials Research Laboratory (MRL). The laboratory has numerous char-
acterization facilities for materials. The primary division that is used to
characterize metals on microscopic scales is the Center for Microanalysis of
Materials (CMM). In this dissertation, the characterization techniques that
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were used in MRL were Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), Transmission
Electron Microscope (TEM), Focus-Ion-Beam Scanning Electron Microscope
(FIB-SEM), and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS). The SEMs that
were utilized were the S-4700 and S-4800 Hitachi microscopes. The S-4700
is equipped an X-ray detector for Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) to
analyze element compositions in the first few microns of the surface. It also
has a backscattered electron detector that allows for atomic number contrast
imaging and topological imaging. The TEM was a JEOL 2010 LaB6. Two
FIB-SEMs were used to create cross-sections in samples and to create TEM
lift out samples. Those devices were a FEI Strata Dual Beam 235 and a FEI
HELIOS Dual Beam 600i. Lastly, we will discuss the two SIMS systems.
Both systems are dynamics SIMS with one being a PHI Trift III Time of
Flight (TOF)-SIMS and the other is a Cameca ims 5f magnetic sector SIMS.
They can both utilize Cesium (Cs) or O2 ions to sputter for depth profiles.
These two distinct ions produce different sensitivities during the analysis
with gold (Au) ions. The Cs ions produce a higher yield of electronegative
elements and O2 will increase the electropositive secondary ions. The advan-
tage, to using the TOF-SIMS, is that the system records the masses of all
secondary ions between 0 and 180 amu, with standard settings. This versa-
tility allows the scan to be reassessed after it has been recorded, while the
Cameca only records the masses that are selected before the scan.
To quantify SIMS, the required practice is to use a standard with known
concentrations to calibrate the secondary ion counts during the scan. How-
ever, due to the complexity of the Li and D on W system, developing a
standard would be extremely difficult. To gain an improved qualitative com-
parison for SIMS, a control sample was used as a baseline and the other
samples adjusted only one variable to determine its effect on the system. For
example, with the Li in the W nano-structured fuzz, the control was the case
without Li. In this way the control acted like a background trace for the Li
on the other samples. Additionally, since the secondary ion yield will change
as the element matrix changes, i.e. from a deposited or grown layer to the
substrate underneath, this needs to be accounted for. To do this, each trace
was divided by the total secondary ions produced, which the TOF-SIMS
records in addition to the individual masses.
The FIB TEM lift out technique is a method that makes use of the gallium
(Ga) ion beam in a FIB-SEM to create a sample thin enough to be electron
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transparent (leq150 nm). In a FIB-SEM, a SEM electron column and Ga
ion column are positioned at 52◦ with respect to each other. The first step
is to deposit a protective layer of carbon (C) or platinum (Pt) on the surface
where you want the sample. For the fuzz samples that were made into TEM
samples, this layer was a combination of C and Pt. The first layer was a thin
layer of C deposited by the E-beam set to Vacc=5 kV and spot size set to
5. After approximately 20 minutes the deposition was stopped and a darker
region appears where the C layer was deposited. Next, a Pt layer is deposited
by E-beam with the same settings as the C deposit. This deposition is ran
for about 20 minutes until the Pt is clear above the nano-tendrils. With this
completed, the I-beam is then used to deposit 1.5 µm of platinum. These
deposits were 3 µm x 15 µm rectangles. Next, cross-sections were cut on
both sides of the deposition to a depth of 5 µm to allow for the under cut.
These were cut with the dimensions of 20 µm wide, 10 µm long. From here to
lift out, the procedure is similar to that of standard technique. The sample
was thinned to 1.5 µm and then a U-cut is made into the side face of the
thinned sample. When that cut is completed, the sample is welded with
Pt to the omniprobe tip (a W needle used for lift-out) and then cut free.
Finally, it is lifted out and welded to a four prong lift-out TEM grid. The
thinning process proceeds differently to maintain rigidity of the sample to the
thinness required for TEM characterization. To maintain some strength, the
sample is thinned only up to about 1 µm from each end. Also, the thinning,
as the sample gets closer to the desired thickness, is done with a cleaning
cross-section, progressing with the shallowest portion of the cut cutting the
sample instead of the deepest. This keeps the sample in a wedge shape with
the thinnest portions near the protective coating of C and Pt. The last steps
are also the same as standard practice. The sample needs to be polished
with low energy ions at <5 keV (normally 30 keV Ga ions for milling) and
an angle of about 5◦, to remove any irradiation damaged areas. The sample
around the tendrils should have a thickness of ≈50 nm for Electron Energy
Loss Spectroscopy.
These facilities have allowed some great research to happen on these coat-
ings and have brought some extremely unique insights into the behavior of
these Li coatings on W.
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CHAPTER 4
EFFECTS OF HELIUM ON DEUTERIUM
RETENTION IN LITHIUM LAYERS ON
TUNGSTEN UNDER LOW FLUX ION
BOMBARDMENT
4.1 Introduction
The importance of fuel retention in tokamaks is related to the stability of the
edge plasma outside the last closed flux surface of the plasma. If there is little
fuel being recycling from the walls into the edge plasma, then the pedestal at
the edge of the core plasma can be maintained with minimal Edge Localized
Modes (ELMs). But, as has been discussed earlier, the ELMs are a necessary
aspect of the core plasma to prevent accumulation of impurities that can lead
to disruptions of the plasma through radiative losses. There needs to be a
balancing act. An optimal ELM frequency has been investigated to limit
their detrimental effects. So far, the optimal parameters that can maintain a
stable plasma are low magnitude ELMs at a high frequency [94]. Too many
large ELMs can lead to severe damage to PFCs, while too few can lead to
accumulation of impurities in the core leading to disruptions. Retention in
the walls is typically sustained, up until the wall material becomes saturated
with fuel and then more fuel begins to reflect from the wall and back into
the edge plasma. This saturation is of particular concern if the fuel species
happens to be tritium (T), which would reduce the controllability of the
tritium inventory. Fuel can also be released when the plasma interacts with
the wall: either through sputtering or desorption from the heating induced by
the impacting particles. Our research may be pointing to a method to control
the amount of deuterium (D) retained in lithium (Li) films on tungsten (W).
Previous work indicates that helium (He) can lessen the amount of D
retained in Li films (see section 2.4). The outstanding question is how this
reduction occurs and does it depend on the concentration/flux and energy
of the He ions. This chapter will discuss the studies that we performed that
looked at different He fluxes simultaneously with D ions to a lithium film
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on tungsten. We also irradiated the Li coatings in sequence to determine
whether the He is preventing the formation of the Li-O-D complex, where O
is oxygen, seen previously, or if the He is breaking the Li-O-D complex once
it has already formed.
4.2 Experimental Methods
These experiments were carried out in IGNIS (Ion-Gas-Neutral Interactions
with Surfaces) , making full use of its in-situ and in-operando capabilities.
The tungsten samples were 10 mm diameter discs that were 2 mm thick.
These samples were polished using a combination of silicon carbide and di-
amond lapping films to produce a mirror-like finish on the surface. Samples
were loaded into IGNIS and fixed onto the sample stage puck with double
sided copper tape to minimize charging effects during XPS. For the He con-
centration tests and the first few of the sequential tests, XPS spectra were
taken between each step of the experiment to track the changes in surface
chemistry. During the final tests of the sequential irradiations, the XPS scans
were taken during irradiation in addition to before and after. These scans
include a survey scan from 1000 eV to 0 eV (allowing characterization of the
both the C and O auger peaks), a O 1s region, a Li 1s region, a W 4f region,
and a C 1s region for the “as is” scan of the sample. The analyzer is set to
use a 30 eV pass energy to get enough counts to see the Li 1s peak and good
enough resolution to discern most doublets and convoluted peaks. The x-ray
source is a magnesium anode set to 15 kV and 300 watts. This allows for the
max number of counts from the source because the higher power of the x-ray
leads to higher photoelectron signal. To perform the in-operando scans, the
O 1s scan was selected and set to run with only 1 scan instead of an average
of 3, which is the typical procedure for the sequential scans. The pass en-
ergy was increased to 50 eV for the simultaneous irradiation to increase the
counts, even though it decreases the resolution. With these settings, the scan
took 71 s to complete. To determine the fluence at the time of recording,
the time at which the top of each peak was scanned was recorded. The time
between the two peaks was the time used to calculate the fluence. The error
in the fluence was 1-10%. Also during the irradiation, the sample normal was
positioned at 45◦ with respect to the analyzer cone so that the sample was
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facing both the ion gun and analyzer with equal surface area. The sample
was also lowered in the vertical direction by 1 mm from the typical position
for taking XPS. This lowered position removes more of the bottom edge of
the sample that results from the tilting the sample. During standard scans,
the sample normal is parallel to the optical axis of the analyzer. XPS region
scan peaks were fitted with the CASA XPS software.
The first step for either set of tests was to take an XPS scan of the sample
as it was introduced into the chamber. This allowed for the observation of
adsorbed carbon (C) and O on the surface. The absorbed impurities were
cleaned using 1 keV Ar ions, at an angle of incidence of 45◦, for a duration
of 5 min. This removes the majority of the adsorbed species and leaves
a clean metallic W 4f peak. Another XPS scan was ran at this point in
the experiment. Next, the Li is deposited onto the sample from our in-
house made Li evaporator. The crucible, containing the Li in evaporator,
was heated by a DC current passed through a tungsten wire basket, until
it reaches around 450◦C. At this point the samples was turned to face the
evaporator. At this position, the sample was left for ≈5 min. This leads to
a deposition of between 1000 and 1700 nm. Following the deposition, and
after the evaporator has cooled, another XPS was taken. The next step is the
irradiation with a fluence up to 1x1017 ions/cm2 of D2 ions at 250 eV/amu.
The energy of the He ions for these tests were 1 keV. When the irradiation was
completed, the last XPS scans were taken and the sample wass removed. For
the samples, where we varied the He concentration, they were also examined
with Thermal Desorption Spectroscopy (TDS). Unfortunately, the TDS was
inconclusive with regards to amount of D retained due to passivation effects.
To perform the simultaneous irradiations, we used both the NTI and the
Tectra ions sources. The NTI was set up to use He gas. The current was read
via a masked titanium plate. The area exposed to the ion beams is ≈1 cm2.
This gun was adjusted to a current such that the Tectra could be set to be
within the desired flux ratio. The flux percentages of He to D from the guns
for these tests were 0, 1, 5, and 10%. So, for example, to get 1% He to D, the
current from the NTI would need to be at least 0.01 times the minimum stable
current of the Tectra with D ions. For this case in particular, the NTI was set
at 200 nA and when the Tectra was activated, it was adjusted to produce 20
µA. The lowest stable current that can be achieved by the Tectra ion source,
with D ions, is about 4 µA. Because of this limit, the current from the NTI
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gun had to be increased to reach the higher flux percentages. This led to
different fluxes for each experiment, but since the ratio of fluxes was the main
goal, the individual fluxes were not critical. Unfortunately, in the process of
doing these simultaneous irradiations, we discovered that the NTI did not
operate well at elevated D pressures. This caused us to alter the method
for the sequential irradiations and postpone the He energy dependence tests.
For the sequential test, the Tectra ion source was used for both species of gas.
Whichever gas was to be irradiated first was supplied to Tectra, the sample
was irradiated, and then XPS scans were taken. The procedure was repeated
for the second species. The first of the sequential tests were carried out with a
D fluence of 1x1017 ions/cm2 and 2x1015 ions/cm2 He fluence. This first test
showed unexpected results, which will be discussed in the following section,
so we repeated the tests with a lower D fluence of 3.3x1016 ions/cm2 and
5x1015 ions/cm2 He fluence. The energies of the ions were same as for the
simultaneous irradiations. The final tests were run with He ions first then D
ions followed by He again on one sample. Then, a different lithiated sample
was exposed to D ions first with He ions following.
4.3 Results from He Concentration Tests
XPS results from the He concentration tests are presented in figures 4.1
and 4.2. Each concentration shows the formation of Li-O-D peak at ≈533.6
eV in the O 1s region. There is also a shift in the Li 1s peak which is indicative
of the formation of Li-O-D complex (figure 4.3b). The qualitative comparison
for these measurements was done using integration of the Li-O-D complex
peak. The control with 0% He showed the largest peak for the different
concentrations. The integrated peak areas decreased as the concentration
increased for the 1 and 5% percent cases and then went back up, close to the
value of control sample, for the 10% case (figure 4.4). The shifts that appear
between the tests are the result of charging of the surface due to the build
up of free electrons on the surface.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized scans of the (a) O 1s and (b) Li 1s regions plotted
at different He concentrations following irradiation. The shift in the 5% He
case is likely due to surface charging as it is also seen in the Li trace. The
Li 1s plot also includes the post Li deposition (red dashed lines) to show
the shift in Li due to the irradiation.
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Figure 4.4: O 1s region scans with equalized baseline to show the intensity
changing with respect to He concentration. The right plot shows the
integrated peaks areas of these scans with respect to the He concentration.
The two dots for the 10% case are from repeated tests at that concentration.
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4.4 Results from Sequential Irradiation Tests
The first set of tests, that exposed the samples to He and D ions sequentially,
showed the typical formation of Li-O-D after a D irradiation, for the D before
He case (figure 4.5a). Following the irradiation with He ions, the peak is
reduced slightly and has shifted by about 0.5 eV. That small shift is within
typical error for a non-monochromated source at a mid range pass energy
and is likely just statistical error. When the order of the gases was switched,
an unexpected result was observed. Following the He irradiation two peaks
form in the O 1s region at 531.5 and 534.2 eV. These type of peaks were
not expected to form under He irradiation alone, but typically, only form
when a Li coating is exposed to hydrogen ions as has been seen previously
[42, 85]. This second experiment was repeated and we discovered a large trace
of water was apparent from the RGA at less than one order of magnitude
partial pressure below the He trace, which is enough partial pressure to affect
the sample. Figure 4.6 shows the O 1s region for the exposure of a lithium
coating to the He gas feed into the chamber with the water impurity, without
it being ionized. The peaks, before exposure, match well to those of a typical
Li deposition. Following deposition, the second, higher binding energy peak
becomes the dominant of the two peaks. Because the water vapor that was
introduced, we suspect that this peak is a LiOH peak, which is produced
through the chemical reaction of Li with H2O. The source of the impurity
was removed and the tests were repeated again and provided an expected
result to pure He ions.
The new test with the He does first, shows a dominant peak at ≈531 eV
that corresponds to Li2O in the Li film (see figure 4.7). When the Tectra
was turned on but no ions were extracted, we took the next two O 1s spectra
as seen in figure 4.7. The following traces with the high level of noise are
the traces during irradiation and the last is the scan following the irradiation
after the chamber has pumped down for 10–20 minutes. This is the same
for each of the plots in figures 4.7–4.9. With the first He case, the only
change visible from the fitted curves is the loss of a secondary peak in the
lithium oxide peaks seen in the bottom trace of figure 4.7. After the Tectra
is turned on and ions are extracted, the higher energy peak (around 534 eV)
of the trace becomes the dominate peak. This may be due to an irradiation
induced effect from the Tectra being turned on and the ions extracted. As
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Figure 4.5: XPS O 1s (a and c) and Li 1s (b and d) region scans of O 1s of
the first sequential irradiation tests of D and He. The O 1s scans show the
clear formation of a LiOH complex (as a doublet) from impurity water
vapor exposure in the He gas line during irradiation.
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exposed to He gas with a water vapor impurity, showing the formation of a
LiOH peak and the subsequent reduction of that peak (blue line).
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this is a new procedure, the effects will need to be investigated at length, but
it is beyond the scope this dissertation to determine those effects. Looking
at the XPS for the D irradiation (figure 4.8), we see that the higher energy
peak (≈533.6 eV) jumps up immediately after the D2 gas is introduced to
the system and the Tectra plasma is turned on. The lower energy peak is
about half the intensity of the 533 eV peak until the ions are introduced to
the surface (fourth trace from the bottom of figure 4.8 and the lithium oxide
peak decreases. After the irradiation completes (top trace in figure 4.8), the
Li-O-D peak is the only peak present. Lastly, when the sample was again
exposed to He ions, the Li-O-D peak persists during the introduction of He
gas into Tectra. When the He ion irradiaiton begins, the Li2O peak begins
to reform. The peak ratios calculated for the Li-O-D peak to the L2O peak
for this first case is presented in figure 4.12a. The ratio is assumed zero
for the He case even though we see the peak at 534 eV because D has not
been introduced to the system. During the first He irradiation (left panel
of figure 4.12a), the ratio is steady. When the D irradiation begins (middle
panel), the ratio increases with respect to fluence, and then as the sample
is irradiated with He ions, the ratio decreases. The outlier in the last panel
for the He irradiation is likely due to the high signal to noise ratio for the
in-operando scans.
For the reverse case with D irradiation first, the XPS data is presented in
figures 4.10 and 4.11. The same traces were taken with the exclusion of when
the Tectra is on without extracting ions. The initial scan (bottom trace of
figure 4.10) shows the Li deposition with a little more LiOH present than the
preceding case. This extra peak is probably the result of a new batch of Li
loaded into the evaporator. When a new batch is loaded, there may be some
exposure to air, so it likely has more contaminants on the top surface. Once
the ions were introduced, the peak at ≈534 eV becomes the dominant peak
while the Li2O peak slowly diminishes as a function of fluence. Following the
irradiation, the two peaks still remain with the Li-O-D peak the dominant
by about a factor of 2 (left panel of figure 4.12b). Then, when the sample
is exposed to the He ions, the two peaks stay at similar peak ratios with
slight fluctuations. After the He irradiation completes, the final peak ratio
is higher than it was following D irradiation.
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Figure 4.7: Normalized XPS region scans of O 1s for the first He
irradiation. Experimental progress goes from bottom to top. Bottom trace
was taken before irradiation began at UHV conditions. The next two traces
are when He gas was present with a plasma in the ion gun but no ions were
extracted. The three following traces were during irradiation and the last
one was taken again at UHV conditions after irradiation.
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Figure 4.8: Normalized XPS region scans of O 1s for the D irradiation.
Experimental progress goes from bottom to top. Bottom trace was taken
before irradiation began at UHV conditions. The next two traces are when
D2 gas was present with a plasma in the ion gun but no ions were
extracted. The five following traces were during irradiation and the last one
was taken again at UHV conditions after irradiation.
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Figure 4.9: Normalized XPS region scans of O 1s for the second He
irradiation. Experimental progress goes from bottom to top. Bottom trace
was taken before irradiation began at UHV conditions. The next two traces
are when He gas was present with a plasma in the ion gun but no ions were
extracted. The eight following traces were during irradiation and the last
one was taken again at UHV conditions after irradiation.
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Figure 4.10: Normalized XPS region scans of O 1s for the D irradiation.
Experimental progress goes from bottom to top. Bottom trace was taken
before irradiation began at UHV conditions. The four following traces were
during irradiation and the last one was taken again at UHV conditions
after irradiation.
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Figure 4.11: Normalized XPS region scans of O 1s for the He irradiation.
Experimental progress goes from bottom to top. Bottom trace was taken
before irradiation began at UHV conditions. The eight following traces
were during irradiation and the last one was taken again at UHV conditions
after irradiation.
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Figure 4.12: Peak ratios of the Li-O-D and Li2O for (a) the He to D to He
experiment and for (b) the D to He experiment. The black squares are from
spectra taken while the ion gun was operating and the red circles are
spectra taken between irradiations.
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4.5 Discussion
Again, the He has been observed to have an effect on the D retention in Li
coatings on tungsten. The reduction measured for the 1 and 5% flux He flux
seem to indicate that the amount of He introduced into the lithiated tungsten
directly affects the amount of D retained, up to a certain saturation point,
which is somewhere between 5 and 10%. The reason for the inflection point
in the reduction of the retention is unclear. There may be a change in the
mechanism that is dependent on concentration of He in the Li. Recall the
effects of He on D retention in pure tungsten discussed in chapter 2, where
large quantities of He in the matrix can create diffusion pathways that lead
to lowered retention, and small quantities lead to more binding sites due to
irradiation damage from the He ions.
The introduction of the water vapor impurity was fortuitous, because it
clearly shows that the He does break apart LiOH bonds. For the first sequen-
tial irradiation, the double peak apparent following He irradiation (figure 4.5)
showed that the LiOH peak is only marginally larger then the Li2O peak.
When the lithium layer was exposed to the He gas with the water vapor, the
LiOH is clearly the dominate peak in the spectra. The sample was exposed
to the water in the He line for a long enough time to have likely produced a
similar peak as that shown in figure 4.6, because the Tectra ion source needs
about 5-20 minutes to warm up and stabilize before exposing the sample to
the ions. The change between these two states (before and after He irradia-
tion) indicates that the He ions cause a reduction in the LiOH, leading to the
peaks with similar intensity in the first sequential test with He exposure first.
Now, since we can assume that the bonding is similar between the LiOH and
Li-O-D, given that the binding energies are quite similar, then He should
also break the Li-O-D complex. This is apparent from the in-operando ex-
periments, where the peak ratios between Li-O-D and Li2O increases for the
D irradiation and decreases for the He irradiation following it. The second
case where there was no He proceeding the D exposure, the He does not
seem to reduce the D retention. This could be the result of He ions driving
H impurities, from the Li deposition, to move to the surface and bind to the
excess Li2O, which is apparent in the 531 eV peak following the D irradiation.
There could be more LiOH forming during He irradiation when more Li2O
becomes available during the irradiation by He . This effect will need to be
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investigated further. However, this appears to confirm that He prevents the
D retention through the breaking of Li-O-D complexes.
4.6 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed experiments looking a low flux effects of He
ions on the retention of D in Li films on W carried out on IGNIS. We tested
with simultaneous irradiations where the He flux was varied with respect to
the D flux. We also performed sequential irradiations of He and D on the Li
films. The simultaneous tests were carried out using two different ion guns
with the lower flux ion gun providing the He ions at 0, 1, 5, and 10% flux
of the D ions. These tests showed a significant reduction (≈7X) in the D
retention for the 1 and 5% test and less than a factor of 2 reduction for the
10% He case. This change in reduction is likely a He saturation effect in the
Li matrix preventing the He to continue to reduce retention.
The sequential irradiations had some struggles with water contamination
that became a beneficial outcome. The first run of the experiments showed
that two peaks formed following the irradiation with He, implying a chemical
change had occurred due to the He. We double checked the RGA and deter-
mined that there was water introduced as an impurity into the line and that
LiOH was likely formed on the surface producing the second peak. When
there are no ions with this water vapor, the LiOH peak is dominant, but when
He ions were introduced, it decreased. The repeat of these experiments made
use of the in-operando capabilities of IGNIS. The first test that exposed the
lithiated sample to He, then D, then He again, showed a raise in Li-O-D peak
in comparison to the Li2O peak during D irradiation and then a decrease in
the same peak as it was irradiated with He again. The case with D first and
He second (without an initial exposure to He) showed a very slight increase
in the Li-O-D during the He irradiation. This is conjectured to happen be-
cause the He ion could be driving H from the base of the less pure Li coating
(there was a larger LiOH peak before irradiation) to the surface leading to
an increase of the Li-O-D/LiOH peak.
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CHAPTER 5
HIGH FLUX DEUTERIUM RETENTION IN
LITHIATED TUNGSTEN EXPERIMENTS
WITH HELIUM EFFECTS
5.1 Introduction
Low flux tests in a controlled environment like IGNIS provide details into the
fundamental mechanisms that are driving the changes in the plasma material
interaction (PMI). Nevertheless, there is a short coming to the use of low flux
ions when it needs to address the performance of the selected plasma facing
component (PFC) materials at high flux and fluence. Many phenomena that
will have the most impact in a fusion device that were discussed in the first
two chapters of this dissertation are induced by reactor relevant conditions
with a high particle flux and fluence to the surface. As a reminder, blister
formation in tungsten (W) by hydrogen H isotopes occurs with fluxes above
1022 D+/m2s, and nano-structured fuzz will only develop after a fluence of
∼1026 He+/m2. So, given that the majority of plasma surface interaction has
some dependence on flux and fluence, we have developed a strong collabora-
tion with FOM-DIFFER in the Netherlands. At DIFFER, there is a linear
plasma device (Magnum PSI) that produces a high flux (∼1024 ions/m2s)
plasma that simulates the doses of ions expected in the divertor region of
ITER. Because Magnum PSI can ionize both deuterium (D) and hydrogen
as well as helium (He), we can study the effects that He has on the reten-
tion of hydrogen in lithium (Li) coatings on W under high flux and fluence
conditions. We sent samples to DIFFER to be exposed to both He seeded D
plasmas and to sequential He and D plasmas. Unfortunately, DIFFER does
not possess any in-situ surface diagnostics that would allow measurement of
the retention during the experiment, so the characterizations needed to be
carried out following exposure to air. This adds challenges to the analysis
that will be detailed in this chapter.
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5.2 Experimental Procedure
The samples used for these experiments were three W (99.9% pure) discs and
one ATJ graphite square (typical carbon PFC). The W discs were 10 mm in
diameter and 3 mm in thickness. The ATJ graphite samples were roughly 10
mm on a side and ≈3 mm thick. Both types of samples were mechanically
polished to mirror-like surfaces.
Lithium was deposited onto the samples using a device similar to the
LITER device used on NSTX [33]. The coating thickness was determined
using a deposition rate measured from a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).
This deposition rate was 2-4 A˚/s, with a final thickness for Li thin-films of
either 100 or 500 nm for the W substrates samples and 1.0 µm Li films on
the graphite substrate samples.
Plasma exposures were carried out in Magnum PSI. The first sample (CW-
Li2HF) was exposed to a He seeded D plasma up to a fluence of ∼5x1024
D+/m2 at a surface temperature between 473 and 573 K, where the He
gas flow rate was 33.3% of the total flow. Flow rate is listed here because
there is no direct way to measure the ion fraction. The second and third
samples (CW-Li3HF and CW-Li5HF) were exposed to a He plasma up to
a fluence of ∼5x1024 He+/m2 and a D plasma up to a fluence of ∼6x1025
D+/m2, respectively. The surface temperature of CW-Li3HF was comparable
to CW-Li2HF but CW-Li5HF. However, due to cooling problems initially for
the first 20% of the exposure sample, CW-Li3HF was heated up to between
400 and 500C, and then was brought down to the temperature of the other
two samples (e.g. ≈473–573 K). All of the W samples were biased to -30 V.
The ATJ graphite sample was exposed to D plasma up to a fluence of 3x1024
D+/m2
To perform surface analysis, SEM, XPS, and SIMS were used to measure
the surface morphology, the surface chemistry, and surface composition, re-
spectively. Both procedures were carried out in the Frederick Seitz Materials
Research Laboratory Central Research Facilities, University of Illinois. The
SEM was a Hitachi S-4700 High Resolution microscope and the XPS sys-
tem was a Physical Electronics PHI 5400 using a magnesium filament. Due
to exposure to atmosphere during sample transfer from vacuum and during
transport, a passivated layer forms because of lithium’s high chemical reac-
tivity [44]. This layer is removed in the XPS measurements detailed above
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by sputtering with 1 keV Ar ions for 15–20 minutes to expose the chemistry
induced in the film from the plasma exposure. This approach was developed
by Taylor et.al. [44] and the method was adjusted in this work for a thin-
ner film. Additionally, SIMS was utilized to confirm the composition on the
surface. Depth profiles were performed on a Cameca ims 5f dynamic SIMS
using O2 ions at 100 nA to perform the analysis with a raster of 250 µm.
A second set of experiments were carried out in DIFFER with a 1 µm coat-
ing of Li to attempt to get better XPS results. Three samples were exposed:
one to pure D plasma, one to pure He, and one to a He seeded D plasma
with a 50/50 feed gas ratio. The temperature control was improved and held
between 533 and 553 K. The flux for the samples was 0.9–2.1x1024 ions/m2s
and they were exposed up to a fluence of 2–4.8x1025 ions/m2. Initial tests of
surface composition were performed on the XPS system as was described in
the previous tests. The surface composition was also measured with a PHI
PEI Thrift III TOF-SIMS utilizing an oxygen sputter beam and a gold (Au)
liquid metal ion gun for secondary ion analysis. Sputtering occurred for 45
sec and the analysis for 15 sec during the depth profiling. Because we used
the oxygen (O) ions to sputter, the metal ions were easier to detect. To be
able to compare the hydrogenic retention in the samples, the compounds of
LiOH (m=23.95 amu) and Li-O-D (m=24.96 amu) were used as surrogates
since SIMS is very sensitive to Li. With the difficulty of creating a standard
for this system, we decided to compare secondary ion fractions. This frac-
tion is the secondary ion trace from each element normalized to the total ion
yield.
The final set of experiments carried out in DIFFER, to study the effects
He has on the retention of D in lithiated W, were carried out with sequential
exposures to H and He. Initially we designed the experiment to use D, but
when these experiments were carried out, the delivery of D to DIFFER was
late and there was likely only enough to run one of these experiments, so
we decided that H was a good enough replacement. With the substituted
hydrogen, the post mortem analysis was more challenging because the traces
of compounds formed from H during ion irradiation would be indistinguish-
able from LiOH formed due to passivation. However, the dynamics of the
formation of LiOH due to irradiation may permit a way to distinguish the
retention behavior between the different scenarios. For the experiments, the
tungsten discs were 10 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness. The Li was
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deposited ex-situ in a glove box under 1-3 mbar argon gas. For deposition,
the lithium was placed in a stainless steel, conical crucible that had a mouth
diameter of ≈35 mm. The samples were exposed to the Li evaporant for
40 minutes where the sample reached a temperature of approximated 88◦ C.
The crucible was heated to ≈800◦C. Following depositiion, the samples were
loaded into Magnum PSI for irradiation. To limit evaporation and facilitate
a more stable temperature at the surface, the temperature was set to be be-
tween 200 and 400◦C. The first lithiated disc was exposed to a H plasma only.
The next sample was exposed to a H plasma and then to a He plasma. While
the third was the opposite order of irradiations of that of the second sample.
Thompson scattering was used to determine the flux to the samples (listed
in tabel 5.1). The samples were analyzed following irradiation with XPS,
looking at the O 1s, Li 1s, and W 4f, both as the sample was introduced in
to IGNIS and after it was cleaned with Ar ions for 1 minute, with an angle of
incidence of 45◦. Following the XPS, we took SIMS depth profiles looking at
H (1.1 amu), Li (7.1 amu), LiOH (23.9 amu), Li2O (29.9 amu), Li2O2 (45.9
amu), WO3 (231.8 amu), and MoO3 (143.9 amu) with Cs ions to enhance the
yield of electronegative ions. The sputter time was kept low (15 sec) to get
more detailed surface information, while the analysis time was set to 31.54
sec.
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5.3 Results from He Seeded D Plasma Exposures
The SEM measurements of the W samples with a 100 nm Li coating show
a unique surface morphology change after irradiation with a He-seeded D
plasma. As observed in figure 5.1, the surface has numerous cracks in the
surface where it was exposed to the plasma. This cracking could be the re-
sult of the coating changing rapidly from a liquid, which results from beam
heating on the surface, to a solid after exposure, especially with the dispar-
ity in the thermal expansion coefficients of Li (46 µm/(m·K) and W (4.5
µm/(m·K). This needs to be investigated further, however, given the tem-
perature increase above 473 K (i.e. melting point of Li is 453 K) due to
the high-heat flux plasma, a change in phase for the Li constituent is plau-
sible. When a micrograph was taken with back-scattered electrons (BSE),
in figure 5.2b, there is a change in the atomic number (Z) within the cracks,
which are marked by black circles. Because of the lighter shade marked by
the circles in figure 5.2b, the film appears to be Li. The low contrast be-
tween the two regions of atomic number could be the result of shadowing
from the coating given the small areas of high Z. XPS measurements of the
same sample, after cleaning, do not show a peak within the Li 1s region scan
(figure 5.3a). This is not unexpected because of an energy loss peak that
appears in the XPS spectrum for W around 56 eV that could be covering
the Li 1s peak at ≈54 eV. Tungsten is clearly visible on the surface from
the W 4f spectra in figure 5.3c. For further clarification, each sample was
measured using SIMS (figure 5.4) looking for H, Li, and W. The line for Li
in the profile of CW-Li2HF (figure 5.4a) indicates a persistent layer of Li on
the surface due to the steady state profile obtained. In contrast, the profiles
for CW-Li3HF and CW-Li5HF, in figures 5.4b and 5.4c respectively, show Li
having a higher count initially and then reducing after time. The reason for
the difference in the Li traces is unclear and will be studied further. However,
all three traces confirm the presence of Li on the surface. More importantly,
the results also points to what appears to be a self-healing mechanism at
the surface allowing the Li to remain even after. Calculating the expected
Li thin-film erosion from He/D bombardment at 30 eV (i.e. sputter yield =
0.05 atoms/ion) and a fluence of 5x1024 ions/m2, the expected eroded thick-
ness of Li is about 5.3 µm. With the measured thickness, before exposure to
plasma, of 100 nm, this results in a factor of about 50 increase in lifetime of
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the Li layer. For sample CW-Li2HF, this could have been higher given the
persistent Li layer evidenced by SIMS. Similarly, for the other two samples
lifetime increase, by at least a factor between 50-100, is achieved. This is a
lower bound estimate however, since the exposure was stopped at fluences
between 1024–1025 ions/m2.
Observing the O1s spectra, there is a peak at ≈530 eV. This peak indicates
a Li-O bond existing on the surface. In figure 5.3c, there is a peak around
533 eV, which is associated with the Li-D-O complex [42]. The lack of this
peak in the He only and He seeded plasma indicates no Li-D-O bonding was
able to form, confirming earlier observations of He-induced break-up of D-O
bonds for the Li-D-O phase. For the seeded plasma, this is likely the result
of He ions preventing or eliminating that complex, especially given the 2 to 3
order of magnitude increase in fluence from previous ion beam studies. The
missing peak around 533 eV, after cleaning, for the D only case is unexpected
given that NSTX ATJ samples have maintained that Li-D-O chemistry well
after exposure, likely due to the high permeability of carbon [44].
The other O 1s spectra, presented in figure 5.5a, for the ATJ graphite
exposed to high flux deuterium plasmas show a peak with a binding energy
at ≈533.3±0.6 eV. This peak persists throughout the cleaning process, which
implies that the D retention mechanism is maintained up to high fluxes and
fluences. In support of the O 1s spectra, the Li 1s peak splits upon cleaning
as seen in figure 5.5c. That split is characteristic of the behavior of the
energy region for low-flux experiments [46]. In addition, the C 1s spectra
also support the prolonged D retention with the peak that occurs around
292 eV (figure 5.5b) [42]. This result elucidates earlier results with lower flux
(ion-beam based) studies that tended toward a saturation point of ≈1021
ions/m2 as fluence increases, which is 1000 times lower than this case [43].
We suspect that this behavior is due to super-saturation of D implantation
near the surface-dominated lithiated graphite structure likely competing with
mechanisms of both high-flux induced erosion and ion-induced mixing of
implanted D with lithium and oxygen atoms. The primary mechanism of
large-flux and large fluence irradiation on lithiated graphite and the role of
oxygen on D retention is the subject of future studies.
To help clarify these first results, we repeated the experiments with the
mixed plasmas. Following the tests on Pilot-PSI because of heating struggles
on Magnum, the samples that we exposed to the D and He plasmas were
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a) 
b) 
Figure 5.1: SEM micrographs showing cracking on the surface of the W
samples after mixed D and He plasma irradiation. It appears to be a
cracked thin film. Image (b) is a close-up of the space in between the cracks.
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a)	
b)	
Figure 5.2: SEM micrographs, secondary electron (a) and backscattered
electron (b), showing a change in atomic number within the irradiation
zone.
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analyzed with XPS. An initial scan of the received samples, showed the
presence of Li with a peak centroid with a binding energy of 55.3±0.6 eV
and W 4f metal oxide peaks at 37.8 eV and 35.8 eV. The O 1s region showed
a dominant peak at 531.8±0.6 eV with a small peak at 533.8±0.6 eV. A scan
of the C 1s region was also taken and showed peaks at 284.8±0.6 eV and
290.0±0.6 eV. In both the C 1s and the O 1s regions, the prominent peak
is associated with carbon and oxygen surface contaminations. The peak at
290 eV is likely a Li2CO3 peak that results from air exposure [95]. After
a 20-minute ion cleaning, the 285 eV peak was removed but the 290 eV
peak persists. Additionally, the O 1s region in the D case maintains the 534
eV peak while the He case does not (figure 5.6c). This could indicate the
presence of D retention in the Li matrix on W. To verify this, the D only
plasma sample was measured again with XPS but with a longer period of
cleaning. Upon cleaning with the ion beam for 30 minutes, the peak at 534
eV disappeared similar to case with He only. Since in the same scan, the
W 4f peaks do not shift or diminish, which indicates that the Li coating
persists, then there should still be some retention mechanism observable if
it was there. This implies that this peak observed in the O 1s region is
the result of some other binding mechanism. With these XPS results it was
unclear whether there was D retention occurring at higher fluxes on lithiated
tungsten. From these results we decided not to perform XPS on the mixed
plasma and chose to perform depth profiles using SIMS.
The SIMS traces for the LiOH (figure 5.7a) complex shows a increase of
≈1.5X in the secondary ion fraction when irradiated with a He seeded D
plasma, while the Li-O-D (figure 5.7b) traces show just under a factor of
2 reduction in that complex. The combination of these results implies a
reduction in the D retention, because with less D in the Li matrix after
irradiation, more H can be bonded to the same sites that the D would have
inhabited. It is interesting to note that the peaks in the profiles occur in
proximity of the W/Li interface as seen in figure 5.8. These peaks could
result from the evaporation process. When the evaporator begins there is a
higher level of LiOH and Li2O that are introduced onto the sample, which
would decrease as the Li layer thickens. This result is evidenced in the He
only case, where the LiOH trace is elevated throughout more of the Li layer.
Although compared to the D and He seeded cases, the He trace also shows a
reduction in the LiOH trace, which implies that the amount of LiOH initially
76
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in the layer was lower upon deposition. However, the Li-O-D trace for the He
case shows an increase of approximately a factor of 2 above the seeded plasma,
though the primary peak does occur some distance from the Li/W interface,
so this could be a result from something prior to the irradiation. This does
complicate the analysis of these SIMS traces because it would be expected
that the Li-O-D trace would be the lowest for the He only case, because
there would be minimal if not non-existent Li-O-D signal from the surface.
Also, the sharp upturn at the beginning of the He seeded D plasma depth
profile is misleading but is likely an artifact from the procedure, because the
metal traces (not shown) that were used to indicate the interface also had a
similar upturn. If we ignore the strange behavior of these two depth profiles
and examine near the coating interface, the results point to a reduction in
the D retention in Li coatings from both the reduction in the Li-O-D trace,
as well as the increase in the LiOH trace. Although, given that we have
ignored the matrix effects, other than looking at the normalized secondary
ion fraction, the traces may have very little difference at all. A method to
confirm these results would be to measure the surface concentrations with
thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS). This technique could be used to
quantify concentrations.
5.4 Results from Sequential He and H Plasma
Exposures
These tests were followed up by experiments that exposed the lithiated sam-
ples to one ion species and then the other. The XPS characterization is
presented in figures 5.9 and 5.10. In figure 5.9, the O 1s plots are presented
with equalized backgrounds. This was done by subtracting the minimum
intensity point for each spectra to equalize the background. For the H only
case, before cleaning, there was charging that occurred during the measure-
ment of the spectra that produced a shift of about +2.2 eV. The shift was
determined by matching the W4f 7/2 metallic peak at ≈31.4 eV. The scans
before cleaning, show a similar peak between both cases that had a He plasma
exposure, either before or after the H plasma. For the case with He first, the
intensity of the peak is about a factor of 2 lower than when exposure to He
was second. With peak fitting, the largest constituent peak, at an average
79
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binding energy of 531.7 eV, has an integrated area that is 1.8 times larger
than when He is used second. Both of these cases, when fitted, revealed
two other peaks besides the one mentioned earlier. Those other peaks are
at 530.6 eV and 533.6 eV. For the H only case, there were two peaks fitted
at 532.9 eV and 533.9 eV with the largest fitted peak being 532.9 eV. The
fitted peaks with the largest areas before cleaning are likely peaks associated
with W oxides given the strong oxide peaks appearing in the W 4f spectra
(figure 5.10). Continuing with the O 1s spectra, after cleaning, the H only
case produced the lowest intensity peak followed by the H to He exposure
and ultimately, the He to H exposure. When comparing this to the W 4f
scans, it becomes clear, just as with spectra for the “as is” samples, the larger
intensities are due to persisting W oxides.
The W 4f scans, for the H only before cleaning, showed four distinguishable
peaks. These peaks are primarily oxides. This conjecture is supported by
the near equal intensity of the peaks at the lowest binding energy. For the
W 4f doublet of W 4f7/2 and 4f5/2, the peak areas have a ratio that is
4:3. This is clearly seen in the clean H only spectra, where there is only
W metal apparent in the scan. These four peaks were deconvoluted into
six distinct peaks. There were the two metallic peaks at 31.4 and 33.7 eV,
two WO2 peaks at 32.1 and 34.1 eV, and two WO3 peaks at 35.8 and 38.0
eV, which match well to literature values. For the sequential exposures, two
peaks are clear above 35 eV binding energy that are associated with the
WO3 oxide state. In the case of H to He exposure, the WO2 are also barely
apparent before cleaning. Following the Ar ion cleaning process, the oxide
peaks for the H only case completely disappear, while for the sequential cases
the oxides persist, with the most oxide apparent in the He to H expousre.
The oxide states that are present in these scans are associated with different
ionization states. The WO2 and WO3 are the W
5+ and W6+ ionization states,
respectively.
The SIMS depth profiles agree well with the observation of the faster re-
moval of the W oxides from the surface (figure 5.11) seen in the XPS traces.
The WO3 trace in SIMS shows a much lower amount of secondary ions emit-
ted from the H only samples, and it also decreases more rapidly during the
initial layers of the sample than for the other two cases. This is confirmed
by the W signal being higher for that case during the initial layers (see fig-
ure 5.12c). Also worth noting, is the presence of the LiOH in the SIMS traces
81
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Figure 5.9: XPS region scans of O 1s of the H plasma (black line), the H to
He plasma (blue line), and the He to H plasma (red line). The dashed line
is the H only peak corrected for the shift caused by charging.
and that it persists with depth. This trace is likely high given the ease of
detection of Li in SIMS but that would not explain why the Li trace is less
than 2 orders of magnitude lower than the LiOH trace. Near the surface
of the sample, the H only case has the highest secondary ion counts above
the sequential irradiations, with the He before H having the lowest initially
(figure 5.12b). The H trace shows a similar trend with H only being the
highest and the He before H being the lowest (figure 5.12a).
5.5 Discussion
The changes seen in the oxide states of the W after D/H and He irradiation
led to some intriguing suppositions. For both tests at DIFFER, where the D
or H was used without any He, the surface oxides of W are less pronounced
before cleaning (showing 4 peaks with some likely for the WO2 state) that
are easily removed. After the removal, a clear metallic doublet is formed in
the W 4f region of the XPS scans (figures 5.3c and 5.10). These results imply
that there is an unstable W oxide on the surface. As has been observed, the
oxygen provides the path for Li to retain hydrogenic species. Also, because
of lithium’s strong tendency to donate electrons, Li coatings will reduce the
W in the WO3 from the W
6+ to the W5+ [96] and may even steal the oxygen
to form Li2O that will then bond the hydrogen species. When there is only
He present during the exposure, the reduction appears to not occur until
82
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following the cleaning. This shows that Li is still causing a reduction of the
W ionization state. With the He, the reduction remains below the passivated
surface, while for the H case, the reduction is only apparent at the passivated
surface. For the seeded plasma, the oxides are more complex. This case
matches best to the He then H exposure for the sequential irradiation, while
the He only case matches the H then He exposure. This also points to the
He allowing the W6+ state to become dominant at the surface once exposed
to atmosphere again. Although, this is contradicted for the case with a 1 µm
film that was the second test described above. This may only be a result of
the thicker layer of Li, which is consistent with the weak W signal. Since,
the surfaces are not cleaned before lithium deposition tests on DIFFER, the
top surface of the samples are likely W oxide. The presence of the oxide
films on the surface could allow Li to diffuse into the surface layers of the
oxides, similar to what has been observed by Lee et al. [97]. Also, the
continued persistence of LiOH into the sample in the SIMS traces point to
this conjecture. The hydrogen isotopes prevent the diffusion of Li into the
surface by forming LiOH complexes. When He is present, the Li is likely
more free to diffuse into the W oxides because little LiOH/D is forming.
With the mixed case, the He is still preventing the formation of LiOH/D but
to a lesser degree. For the sequential test, when the He follows the H, then
the He is freeing Li from the LiOH/D complexes and allowing it to diffuse
into the W oxide layers but only to a small extent. While for the He to H
exposure case, the Li has had more time to diffuse into the oxide and thus
the H species cannot bond with the Li and O in the matrix. This confirms
that He is lessening the LiOH/D complexes in these coatings at high flux
and hints towards He breaking the bonds of LiOH/D at high fluxes.
5.5.1 Conclusions
Lithium coatings on tungsten and ATJ graphite were exposed D, He, and
mixed D and He plasmas. These samples were characterized using SEM and
XPS. The SEM results show a cracked surfaced coating. A BSE micrograph
shows a lower Z coating over the tungsten substrate. XPS spectra of the
samples show the Li-O complex but do not show a peak in the Li 1s region
scan. The lack of a Li peak is likely the result of a W energy loss peak,
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however the presence of Li was confirmed using SIMS. The graphite samples
showed the retention behavior typically found in controlled experiments in
the XPS spectra. With the prominent peak at 533.3±0.6 eV, the retention
persists into high flux and fluence conditions. This expands the saturation
predicted at lower fluences that has been observed previously. Further ex-
periments, searching for a high flux saturation point, will help to predict the
D pumping endurance of lithiated graphite in tokamaks.
Lithiated tungsten samples were again exposed in the linear plasma device
at DIFFER. For these experiments the Li thickness was increased to 1 µm and
was exposed to D, He, and He seeded D plasmas. After the ion bombardment
from the plasma, the surface was analyzed with XPS and SIMS. The XPS did
not show a clear indication of any D retention for the D only case. SIMS also
did not indicate any clear change in the retention between the D and mixed
plasma. The depth profile traces showed an increase in the LiOH complex
for the mixed plasma and a reduction in the same trace for the D only case,
which implies that the retention is reduced when He is introduced at high
fluxes.
The follow-up to these tests were exposures of Li films on W to sequential
irradiations of H and He plasmas. Once again post mortem XPS analysis did
not show any clear indication of retention changes in the LiOH complex, but
the W 4f regions and the oxides there led to ideas on the change in retention.
Strong WO3 peaks are present for any exposure when He ions were added
to the experiment, this included the first seeded plasma case and the He
only case. Following cleaning, however, the oxides become more complex
including the WO2 peaks as well. These peaks likely result from Li reducing
the W oxides on the surface. The disappearance of these peaks for the H/D
only case implies this reduction is prevented by the formation of LiOH. The
formation occurring with the addition of He points to the reduction LiOH
by the He. This shows that He is reducing the D retention in Li under high
flux conditions.
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CHAPTER 6
INTERACTIONS OF LITHIUM AND
TUNGSTEN NANOSTRUCTURED “FUZZ”
FORMATION
6.1 Introduction
As was discussed earlier, nanostructured fuzz could have disastrous effects
on the performance of fusion plasmas by potentially increasing the tungsten
(W) dust production from the walls and increasing the average atomic num-
ber (Zeff ) within the core of the plasma, which leads to the quenching of
the plasma. The production of fuzz has been prevented by adding impurities
like carbon (C) and beryllium (Be) to a helium (He) seeded deuterium (D)
plasma. These impurities form an compound layer on the surface that elim-
inates the fuzz on the W [86]. These results led us to consider if another low
Z material, like lithium, could be implemented as a coating on W, prior to
irradiation, and prevent the fuzz from forming. To introduce an additional
variable to the tests, we included ITER reference grade W (IGW), with grain
boundaries aligned normal to the surface of the sample, and severely plasti-
cally deformed (SPD) W, with grain sizes between a few hundreds of up to a
few thousands of nanometers, to observe how the grain boundaries could play
a role in this prevention. The justification for these additions comes from re-
sults that showed SPD W with a higher fluence threshold for fuzz formation
than coarse grained W (CW) under He irradiation with a surface tempera-
ture of ≈1173 K [57]. The effects of the Li coatings on fuzz production from
these initial tests will now be presented.
6.2 Experimental Procedure
The samples prepared for these experiments were coarse grained W discs
with a diameter of 10 mm and 2–3 mm thick, ITER reference W discs with
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the same diameter and a thickness of ≈2 mm, and SPD W flakes that were
≈3 mm x 4–5 mm. The samples were mechanically polished to a mirror-like
finish. Originally we intended for the samples to be irradiated with a He
plasma in Magnum PSI because that linear plasma device has a LITER [33]
like Li evaporator from Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory. This choice
was made because we wished to limit the passivation of the Li layer due to
exposure to atmosphere. Unfortunately, the samples did not clamp well in
Magnum, so the surface temperature was difficult to control. To remedy this,
at the cost of passivating the Li, the first successful tests were carried out
by depositing 200 nm Li onto the samples and then moving them to Pilot-
PSI for irradiation, where we could better control the temperature. This
irradiation was carried out with a He plasma and a surface temperature of
≈1373 K with a bias of -35 V. All other samples, after these tests, were also
biased at -35 V. These first two samples were coarse grained tungsten. The
next experiments were also carried out in Pilot-PSI, but the Li was deposited
using a custom made evaporator at Center for Plasma Material Interaction
(CPMI) at the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. The film of Li was
approximately 2 µm. The thickness of the layer was calibrated by depositing
a layer of Li, using the same parameters as the tungsten samples, onto a half
masked silicon sample. Following deposition, the mask was removed and the
thickness was measured using a profilometer. Half of the samples prepared
received a Li coating and the others were used as controls. Both the con-
trol and Li coated samples for each of the different grades mentioned above
were exposed to a He plasma at a surface temperature (Tsurf ) of ≈1473 K.
Two additional IGW samples were exposed at a lower Tsurf of ≈1173 K, for
an additional comparison. The surface temperature was monitored using a
pyrometer and the signal strength was recorded. Additionally, Optical Emis-
sion Spectroscopy (OES) was recorded for the Li I lines at 610.31, 670.89,
and 812.64 nm. Although the 670 nm line is the most pronounced, (it of-
ten saturated the detector), the other two lines are weaker and thus do not
saturate the detector as much and therefore give a more detailed time re-
solved emission spectrum. A summary of all the irradiation parameters for
the experiments carried out on Pilot-PSI is presented in table 6.1. For post-
mortem analysis, the surfaces were characterized using a Hitachi S-4800 SEM
to identify fuzz, FEI Dual Beam 235 Focused Ion Beam-SEM (FIB-SEM) to
measure the thickness of the fuzz, and a PHI TRIFT III Time of Flight Sec-
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ondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (TOF-SIMS) to determine whether Li persists
on the surface. The thickness measurements of the fuzz were determined by
computing the average length of 10 randomly selected tendrils, in the micro-
graph. The error in the reported measurements was the standard deviation.
The SIMS traces used for comparing the with and without Li cases were nor-
malized to the total ion yield for a more qualitative comparison. Lastly, the
IGW and CW samples with and without Li were milled into TEM samples
using FIB-SEM with the method discussed in chapter 3. These were then
examined in a JEOL 2010 LaB6 TEM. Images and diffraction patterns were
taken in the TEM.
Table 6.1: Table summarizing irradiation parameters for Li fuzz
suppression experiments.
Sample Li Layer
(nm)
Tsurf (K) Flux
(m−2s−1)
Fluence
(m−2)
CW-HT1 0 1386 – 3.65x1026
CW-HT2 200 1390 – 4.04x1026
CW-HT3 2000 1438 3.43x1023 1.03x1026
CW-HT4 0 1453 3.51x1023 1.05x1026
IGW-HT1 0 1498 3.41x1023 1.02x1026
IGW- HT2 2000 1513 3.31x1023 9.93x1025
IGW-HT3 0 1223 1.90x1023 2.00x1026
IGW-HT4 2000 1233 1.89x1023 2.08x1026
SPDW-HT2 2000 1483 1.85x1023 1.02x1026
SPDW-HT3 0 1473 2.12x1023 1.08x1026
6.3 Results
The first samples exposed on Pilot-PSI both showed the typical blackening
of the surface that is characteristic of fuzz production. Using SEM, fuzz
tendrils were observed on the tungsten samples whether or not there was
Li (figure 6.1). From these micrographs, it is unclear whether Li prevents
fuzz growth. After performing cross-sections with an FIB, it was observed
that the thickness of the fuzz with and without Li was 200±30 and 240±70
nm, respectively (figure 6.2). This contributes to the evidence that Li has
little effect on the formation of fuzz. However, when the depth profiles were
performed using SIMS, Li was observed on the surface. In figure 6.3a, the
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500 nm 
CW-HTLi2-HF (Li) 
500 nm 
CW-HTLi1-HF (no Li) 
Figure 6.1: SEM micrographs of sample with and without Li coatings.
Both have significant fuzz formation.
CW-HT1 (no Li) 
500 nm 
230 nm 
CW-HT2 (Li) 
500 nm 
210 nm 
Figure 6.2: SEM-FIB cross sectional micrographs for CW-HT1 and
CW-HT2. These cuts allow measurement of the fuzz thickness and indicate
that 200 nm Li does not seem to affect the fuzz formation.
depth profile of the Li-coated sample shows an increase in the Li secondary
ion trace, near to the original surface of the W sample, which was indicated
by the decrease in the molybdenum (Mo) trace. The depth profile without
Li showed little change in the Li trace. The presence of Li secondary ions in
the depth profile without Li is likely due to the sensitivity of Li secondary
ions in SIMS and possible cross contamination during cross sectioning with
the FIB. When the ratio between traces of Li and W is taken (figure 6.3b),
we see that for every 100 ions of W there are 3 ions of Li detected. This 3%
Li to W ratio, is likely much lower since these plots have not been corrected
for relative sensitivity factors.
The samples with 2 µm Li with Tsurf ≈1373 K also produced fuzz, as seen
in figure 6.4a-c, and little difference is seen between the grain orientation.
Also, the ITER sample exposed at ≈1173 K produced holes and ripples
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Figure 6.3: SIMS depth profiles for the case with Li and without Li. The
solid line is with 200 nm Li and the dashed line is the control without. This
plot indicates an increase of Li near the surface.
Li No Li 
Li No Li Li No Li 
Li No Li 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.4: SEM micrographs of samples with and without Li after
irradiation on (a) coarse-grained, (b) ITER reference grade, and (c) SPD
tungsten at ≈1473 K. Also, (d) ITER reference grade at ≈1173 K without
fuzz forming but ripples and pits had formed.
whether or not there was Li on the surface (Figure 6.4d). The FIB cross
sections of the these samples also suggest that Li has little to no effect of
the formation of fuzz on the W surface. The thickness measurements are
summarized in table 6.2. Additionally, the individual tendril thickness does
not change, within statistical error, when Li is present during formation
(figure 6.5).
During the exposures, a pyrometer gave an estimate of the temperature.
In addition, the signal strength from the surface of the sample (read from the
pyrometer), would increase as the fuzz would form. This increase in signal
strength is associated with an increase in the emissivity. When, the signal
strength data is plotted against time, it resembles the Avrami equation for
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Figure 6.5: Plot of the average tendril thickness of the fuzz tendrils for each
of the samples with fuzz in figure 6.4. Each show little change in the tendril
thickness for the ITER reference grade (red circles), Coarse-Grained
Polycrstalline (black sqaures) and the SPD (blue triangles) W. The error
bars are the standard deviation of at least 10 measurements per SEM
micrograph over several micrographs.
phase transformation. From these plots, we observed a distinction between
the different tungsten grades and between the cases with and without Li. In
figure 6.6, the signal strength of the IGW, CW, and SPDW samples began
increasing at approximately 50, 120, and 200 s respectively. The longer de-
lay for the SPD is expected, since previous results have shown an order of
magnitude higher fluence needed to create fuzz when compared with coarse
grained W [57]. However, the speed at which the ITER reference grade W
develops fuzz is somewhat surprising. When other experiments have investi-
gated D retention in W, ITER reference W has shown lower D retention [98]
which suggests that less He would also be retained to induce fuzz growth.
From the OES data, we saw that the Li continues to emit from the surface
far longer than what would be expected at the exposure temperature. For
example, using Langmuir’s law for pure lithium and an empirical fit to the
vapor pressure equation, the evaporation rate at 1473 K would be 0.83 g/s.
Assuming that the mass of the Li on the surface of the disk shaped samples
were ≈84 µg, based on room temperature density and volume estimates, then
the lithium should have all evaporated in 100 µs. From figure 6.7, the OES
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Table 6.2: Summary of thickness measurements of fuzz on different
tungsten grades.
Ave. Fuzz Thickness (µm)
Sample Type No Li Li
CW 0.21±0.05 0.27±0.03
IGW 0.32±0.1 0.35±0.1
SPDW 0.25±0.1 0.34±0.1
spectra clearly shows evidence of Li emitting near the surface. Pulling from
the 670.89 nm Li I line, the Li layer on the CW emitted for the most time
at ≈120 s, followed by IGW for ≈80 s and SPDW for ≈20 s. The marked
reduction in the emission time between the SPDW and the disk samples could
result from the difference in surface area between the sample types, where
the SPDW sample has far less lithium than the other samples. Another
potential contributing factor could be an increased percolation of Li into the
grain boundaries of the SPD due to the high grain boundary density. These
phenomena also may have contributed to the shorter emission time from the
ITER grade sample because of the elongated parallel grains characteristic of
that type of W sample.
The most surprising results are from the SIMS data. As seen in figure 6.8,
the relative secondary ion counts for both CW and IGW show an order of
magnitude reduction in the signal from 7Li. Again, the Mo trace is included
to indicate the original surface. We were restricted on time with the in-
strument so the time for each trace does not continue until the Mo signal
reduces significantly, but the signal does show a decrease in the counts after
a sustained steady state signal. In contrast to the CW and IGW signal, the
7Li signal of the SPD is about 2 orders of magnitude higher. The reason for
the higher counts of the SPD case still remains unclear. The results from
the 1173 K case also show Li, but the number of counts appears to decrease
faster than the samples that developed fuzz. Because the fuzz layer has more
surface area (due to its complex geometry) than the non-fuzz surface, this
could indicate that the fuzz is protecting the Li on the surface by providing
more area to which the Li can adhere. In addition, the fuzz would likely
trap any sputtered Li particles from escaping the surface unless they were
sputtering from the near the outside edge of the fuzz layer. Although, it is
interesting to note that the over all signal is higher for the no fuzz case at
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Figure 6.6: Signal strength measurements from the pyrometer measuring
the temperature during irradiation. The IGW with or without Li (blue and
pink lines, respectively) indicate the early fuzz formation. Then, the CW
with and without Li (black and red lines, respectively) starts to form fuzz
and lastly the SPDW with and without Li (green and purple lines,
respectively).
≈0.01 than for the fuzz case of ≈0.001, which may be due to matrix effects
from the fuzz.
To confirm the amount of Li among the tendrils, TEM samples were cre-
ated from the fuzz layers of the IGW samples. The first sample created was
from IGW-HT1 and IGW-HT2 and used a standard TEM lift-out technique,
except without the protective coating discussed in chapter 3. The initial de-
sire was to prevent the platinum (Pt) ion deposition from altering the Li on
the fuzz. From the electron diffraction patterns obtained from the IGW-HT2
TEM sample, a body centered cubic (BCC) crystal oriented in the [112] direc-
tion (figure 6.9a) and a face centered cubic (FCC) poly-crystal (figure 6.9b)
were identified. For the BCC crystal, the lattice constant (a) was calculated
as 3.16±0.02 A˚. This corresponds well to the documented constant of W at
a = 3.155 A˚ [99]. The lattice constant for the FCC crystals was measured at
3.8±0.1 A˚. This value is noticibly less than the lattice parameter for Li2O
at 4.61 A˚ [100] and slightly less than the parameter for LiH at 4.08 A˚ [101].
However, this parameter matches exactly to the Pt lattice parameter of 3.8
A˚ and is similar to the parameter of the cubic phase of lithium tungsten
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Figure 6.8: SIMS depth profiles of the coarse grained, ITER reference at
both 1473 and 1173 K, and SPD tungsten samples. These plots show the
W (black), Mo (red), and Li (blue) depth profiles. The Li traces in these
plots show some persistence of Li for the “fuzzy” samples.
bronzes at 3.73 A˚ [102]. Perovskite lithium tungsten bronzes are normally
formed from either Li doped WO3 films with other W oxides at temperatures
between 873 and 1073 K under vacuum for several days [102, 103, 104]. The
cubic phase occurs with Li concentrations between 0.2 and 0.5 in the W ox-
ide crystal. From these experiments, the temperature is sufficient to generate
the bronze but compared to the studies mentioned above, the time is much
shorter. If it is a bronze, then it could be driven by an ion bombardment
enhanced kinematic effect. The ion driven kinematics of the formation of a
LixWO3 bronze is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Additional samples
have been made following more closely the technique described in chapter
3. These are presented in figure 6.9. The top figure is the case without Li,
showing tendrils and the protective layers that were deposited. The bottom
figure is the case with Li and in the bottom center of the image, there is por-
tion that appears not to be a W tendril, that has the highest contrast, but
is distinct from the lighter protective carbon layer around it. The way the
tendrils surround that spot, it is suspected that it should have been protected
from the Ga ion beam used in the FIB. Further examinations with electron
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a)	 b)	
Figure 6.9: Electron diffraction patterns (DPs) and micrograph inset. The
two DPs were collected with the smallest (b) and second smallest (a)
selected area diffraction aperture. The right DP is of the inset and
indicates a FCC polycrystalline structure with a lattice constant a =
3.8±0.1 A˚. The left DP is the majority of the micrograph. The diffraction
spots indicate a BCC lattice in the [112] orientation with a = 3.16±0.02 A˚.
diffraction of these new TEM samples, clearly showed single crystal W but
were inconclusive, with regards to Li. This, along with the SIMS results,
point to Li persisting among the tendrils but at small concentrations.
6.4 Conclusions
Through our collaboration with DIFFER, several W samples have been ex-
posed in PILOT-PSI to a high flux He plasma at elevated temperatures
(1173-1473 K) that produced nano-tendril fuzz on the surface. These sam-
ples either had 0.2 or 2.0 µm thin films of Li deposited before exposure to
the He plasma. The coarse grained samples that had 0.2 µm both devel-
oped fuzz on the surface of the samples with a similar thickness. However,
a depth profile carried out using SIMS showed that for the thin case, the
Li persisted near the original surface of the W at a max ≈ 3% of the W
trace. When the thickness of the film of Li is increased to 2 µm, we see again
that the fuzz still forms with little difference in the fuzz layer depth on any
of the different types of tungsten that were exposed. In contrast, the sig-
nal strength measurements from the pyrometer indicate that the incubation
time for each type of tungsten differs and that the Li on the SPD samples
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b) 
Figure 6.10: TEM micrographs of (a) IGW-HT1 (without Li) and (b)
IGW-HT2 (with Li). A unique feature highlighted by the yellow circle may
be a remnant of Li.
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may have slowed the growth of the fuzz. Looking at the OES near the sur-
face, the emitted Li persists for far longer than what would be expected at
these elevated temperatures. The SIMS profiles for these later samples also
show a persistence of Li on the surface after irradiation. The endurance of
the Li layer may likely be the result of the fuzz itself, especially with how
much faster the Li trace decreased for the case where no fuzz formed on the
ITER reference grade sample. TEM lift-out samples have been made for the
IGW and CW samples from these experiments. Initial characterization with
electron diffraction patterns show lattice parameters of 3.8 A˚ for a FCC like
lattice that is likely Pt and a 3.16 A˚ for a BCC lattice that matches well to
a tungsten lattice. The TEM micrographs have not definitively shown the
presence of Li among the tendrils. This may be due to a low concentration
of Li that is difficult to distinguish in TEM, but is easily detected by SIMS.
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CHAPTER 7
SPUTTER EROSION OF LITHIUM
COATED TUNGSTEN “FUZZ” UNDER
ARGON AND KRYPTON IONS
7.1 Introduction
As has been discussed in the previous chapter, tungsten (W) nano-structure
fuzz is a unique surface morphology that is induced by helium (He) ions
at high flux, fluence, and temperatures (> 1100 K). This formation is the
result of diffusing He bubbles that disrupts the surface of W causing the
tendrils to grow. The precise mechanisms that create the tendrils are still
being determined. After these tendrils form, they are fragile to mechanical
stresses. Any physical contact with a macroscopic object, such as tweezers
or even gloved fingers, will cause the tendrils to be removed. This fragility
has led to a concern that the tendrils will be easily eroded due to momentum
transfer with the tokamak plasma. If this erosion occurs, the microscopic
dust will be transported into the plasma edge and could contaminate the
core plasma leading to a disruption. In the last chapter, we discussed the
persistence of lithium (Li) among the fuzz and that the Li was unable to
prevent or even affect the growth of the fuzz layer. This led us to investigate
if the Li within the fuzz layer could prevent the erosion of W fuzz. To
limit the many mechanisms that can lead to erosion, we chose sputtering as
the most basic form, to test the theory. This is a distinct physical process
compared to that of erosion due to momentum transfer, but it will give a
good baseline for other more complex processes. Sputter erosion from this
complex of surface is not necessarily a straight forward process either. Other
studies have shown that the sputter yield from tungsten fuzz [105] and from
other tendril like surfaces [106] will be reduced compared to flat surfaces.
This happens because the mean free path of particles sputtered near the
base of the tendrils is decreased because of the complex geometry of the
fuzz. Even with this decrease, the sputtering should still produce enough
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erosion to measure the how the Li may affect the erosion of W.
7.2 Experimental Methods
The challenge with investigating samples with W fuzz is generating the nano-
tendrils. Most studies, that have investigated fuzz, have samples that were
exposed to a linear plasma device that produce fluxes above 1020 ions/m2s
and produces enough heat flux to get above the fuzz growth threshold. How-
ever, recent results at the University of Illinois have shown that a W wire,
when it is heated resistively, within a He, helicon generated plasma, can gen-
erate fuzz if the samples are exposed for 24 hours. The helicon system is
a MORI 200 helicon power supply with concentric magnets attached to a
cylindrical vacuum chamber. A helicon plasma is a wave heated plasma that
is generated by an radio-frequency (RF) power supply. A magnetic field is
applied to the plasma to facilitate the wave coupling [107]. The wire was
placed within the bell jar of the helicon to be within the highest density
plasma [26]. Since the wire was round, it makes it difficult to examine with
other techniques that function better on flat surfaces. In order to get a flat
surface to work with for these tests, we acquired thin (0.1 mm) tungsten foils
from ESPI metals. The foil’s initial dimensions were ≈5 cm on a side. They
were then cut down to 3.2±0.2 mm on one side to make strips. With the bell
jar having an inner diameter less than 3 cm, the sample needed to be bent
into a horseshoe-like shape that gave it the look of a incandescent light bulb
filament (figure 7.1). Once the helicon source chamber was pumped down
with the sample loaded in the bell jar, the helicon was started with a RF
power of 700 Watts. Typical plasma parameters inside the bell jar were n =
1x1018 m−3 and Te = 3 eV. After the plasma started, 4–5 amps of current
were put through the foil and it was biased -20 V to cause the He ion bom-
bardment. Just like the wire, these foil strips were left in the chamber for 24
hours to reach sufficient fluence to create fuzz. The process was successful as
can be seen in figures 7.1 and 7.2a. The shape of the strips was difficult to
straighten due to the embrittlement caused by the heating and the He im-
plantation. During the attempt to straighten the first sample, the foil broke.
This proved to be helpful because it facilitated cross sectional SEM without
having to use FIB. After this discovery, each sample was broken into three
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Figure 7.1: Photograph of tungsten foil mounted on sample holder before
insertion in helicon plasma chamber. Second photograph is of the sample
after exposure indicating blackening due to fuzz formation.
a) b) 
Figure 7.2: SEM micrographs of the tungsten foil at a (a) normal view and
at a (b) cross-secton
mostly flat strips depending on how the foil was shaped before exposure to
the helicon generated plasma.
To test the erosion, we used 500 eV deuterium (D2), and 1 keV argon (Ar)
and krypton (Kr) ions. The Ar and Kr ions were later added to produce a
more significant sputter yield of W. Also, the ions impacted the surface at
normal incidence up to a fluence of 5x1017 ions/ms. To determine a change
in the yield from the different samples, we used a collector samples placed at
90◦ to the sample (figure 7.3). The collector samples were either germanium
(Ge), silicon (Si), or Gold (Au) Paladium (Pd) coated Si. These collectors
were then analyzed with EDX and XPS. The reason for the other collector
materials is that Si (1739 eV) and W (1775 eV) have characteristic x-rays
that are within 40 eV of each other, which is smaller then the resolution
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of the EDX detector on the S-4700 SEM. Germanium does not share any
characteristic x-rays with W so it became the preferred collector. The closest
Ge x-ray energy is 1218 eV. For XPS, we used the AuPd coated Si samples.
These samples were only ≈3 mm on a side. Because of the small size, the
detector will pick up molybdenum (Mo) signal from the sample stage. The
Mo signal will produce a Mo 4p peak, at 36 eV binding energy, that will
interfere with the W 4f peaks. To counteract this interference, we used a
Silver (Ag) foil as a sample backer that was larger than the Mo sample stage.
Each sample was not of the exact same size so the Ag signal (measured
from the Ag 3d peaks) would increase and decrease depending on the size
of the collector sample. The ratio of the Ag 3d5/2 and the W 4f7/2 peak
areas, taken from the survey scan, were used to correct the peak area from
the high resolution scan. An additional method to evaluate the level of
erosion was to use cross-sectional SEM to measure the individual tendril
thicknesses and the overall fuzz layer thickness. Measurements of the fuzz
thickness were carried out across multiple regions of the edge, with at least
3 measurements made per region. For the individual tendril thicknesses, at
least 10 tendrils were measured, per cross-sectional SEM, at approximately
the FWHM. These measurements were then averaged for each sample before
and after irradiation. The error for both the fuzz layer and tendril thickness
is the standard deviation of the combined measurements.
In order to compare the different effects Li may have (whether it was
present before or after the fuzz was formed) on the fuzz erosion, Li was de-
posited both before and after the formation of fuzz. The Li layer deposited
was ≈500 nm. One sample was also left without Li to act as the control.
These three different fuzz samples were exposed to each of the species men-
tioned above.
7.3 Results from the Sputter Erosion
For the D irradiation, only two samples were examined: the control and the
sample with Li deposited after fuzz formed, were examined. The sputtered
particles were collected on a Si substrate and as was mentioned above, the
peaks between Si and W were indiscernible. The SEM characterization of the
samples showed that the fuzz morphology did change following D irradiation
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Figure 7.3: Photograph of tungsten foil mounted sample puck for IGNIS
chamber with Si wafer collector attached to the perpendicular portion of
stainless steel shim stock. The right image shows two collector samples.
The larger of the two is the AuPd coated Si and the smaller is the Ge wafer.
and that the Li layer on the fuzz persisted after the irradiation. In figure 7.4a,
we see structured columns that are reasonably uniform while in figure 7.4b,
the structure of the fuzz has become more chaotic and less uniform. The layer
thickness decreased only slightly due to the D irradiation, from 240±50 nm
to 230±60nm. For the case when Li was deposited following the development
of fuzz, the fuzz layer thickness went from 370±40 nm to 300±100 nm. The
challenge with the post irradiation measurements for the Li case was the
persistent layer of the Li as seen in figure 7.5. We also see what appears
to be wetting among the tendrils following irradiation (figure 7.5a), with
obvious regions where the Li coating has settled between the tendrils.
When the fuzz samples were irradiated with the Ar and Kr ions, the
changes in morphology were more pronounced. Figure 7.6 shows an example
of the morphology change that was observed following Ar or Kr sputtering.
The figure is from the control, where no Li was deposited with Ar ion irradi-
ation. For each sample, whether there was Li or not and whether the Li was
deposited before or after the fuzz was formed, the tendrils thickened after
irradiation and became cone shaped. The overall thickness of the fuzz layer
did not vary much before and after irradiation (figure 7.7a), within the sta-
tistical error of the measurements. However, the individual tendril thickness
following irradiation did change based on the conditioning of the fuzz layer.
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a) b) 
Figure 7.4: Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of the tungsten foil irradiated
with D ions without Li (a) before and (b) after irradiation. The right
micrograph shows a damaged fuzz layer.
a) b) 
Figure 7.5: Post Irradiation SEM micrographs of the tungsten foil with Li
deposited after the formation of fuzz at a (a) normal view and at a (b)
cross-secton. The left micrograph show regions of darker contrast that
appear to be lower regions of Li. The right micrograph shows a smooth
surface above the tendrils.
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a) b) 
Figure 7.6: Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of the tungsten foil irradiated
with Ar ions without Li (a) before and (b) after irradiation.
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Figure 7.7: Plots of the average fuzz layer thickness (left) and the average
tendril thickness (right). The fuzz layer does not vary much before and
after irradiation. The tendril thicknesses increase after irradiation by a
factor of 2 for the cases without Li. With Li the deposited after the fuzz
formation, the thickness increases by a factor of 4.
In figure 7.7b, we present the average tendril thickness before and after for
each of the Li deposition conditions. For both the Ar and the Kr ions, the in-
crease in the tendril thickness match well. Now, looking at the cases with Li
deposition following fuzz formation, the tendril thickness increases by about
a factor of 2 above that of the control, (without Li) and the thickness increase
matches well between the two samples. The case for the Li deposited before
fuzz development shows a dramatic increase for tendril thickness for the Kr
irradiation and shows a lower increase than even the post fuzz Li samples for
the Ar irradiation.
The erosion yield was measured with both EDX and XPS, examining the
W 4f peaks. These results are presented in figure 7.8. The EDX results
were taken from the Ge collector samples. Included in the plot is both the
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Figure 7.8: Plot of W at.% (black) and wt.% (red) from EDX
measurements of the Ge collector sample for Ar (squares) and Kr
(triangles) irradiations (a) normal view and at a (b) cross-secton
atomic percent (at.%) of W in the sample and the weight percent. These
results show little variation in the W concentration from erosion for the Ar
sputtering cases (figure 7.8a). For the Kr ion irradiation, there is a gradual
increase in the W at.% concentration, in the collector sample. From the peak
areas of the W 4f metallic tungsten peaks, for the AuPd coated Si collector
samples, both the 7/2 and 5/2 peaks show a 13% decrease when the Li coating
is deposited following the formation of fuzz but only a 3.5% reduction when
the Li is deposited before fuzz fromation. The 13% reduction indicates a
lessening of surface concentration of the W due to a post fuzz coating of Li
only (figure 7.8b). The discrepancy between the two measurements, for Kr
irradiation is likely the result of the difference in the sample volume. EDX
investigates at depths of a micron below the surface of the sample, depending
on the energy of the electron beam in the SEM. While, XPS only investigates
the top nm’s of the surface.
7.4 Discussion
The reduction in surface concentration seen in the XPS spectra for the case
of Li post fuzz shows that the Li can reduce the erosion of W from the surface
but only minimally. Whether or not the Li is preferentially sputtered has
not been determined, because no Li was observed on the collector samples,
which is likely due to a very low concentration of Li on the surface. The
peak for Li in XPS has very low intensity and can be easily suppressed. The
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fact that we still see Li, on the surface of samples (for the post fuzz Li cases)
in the SEM micrograph for D irradiation, suggests that Li may actually be
the primary species that sputters. However, due to the fact that Li sputters
primarily as ions [21], these Li ions could easily return to the surface because
of the electric field generated by the irradiating ions. So the Li could protect
the fuzz because of the lower net erosion of the Li, if Li was completely
covering the fuzz. Nevertheless, in these studies with 500 nm, the reduction
of W eroded from the surface is minimal so Li would be a poor candidate to
prevent the erosion of fuzz.
The most profound observation, seen from these tests, is the change in
the tendril thickness. For the control tests, this increase in thickness is very
likely produced by W atoms that are sputtered near the base of the tendrils
and are depositing onto them. This is apparent by the rough nature of the
tendrils after irradiation, as if the growth was uneven and led to clumps
of deposited particles (figure 7.6b). Some of the SEMs also showed erosion
at the base of the thicker columns (figure 7.9) that support this conjecture.
Previous work by Sinelnikov et al. observed a similar restructuring of the fuzz
under 5 keV xenon ions but it was more of a smooth ball-like restructuring.
They conjectured that the reformation of the fuzz was not primarily sputter
redeposition because the calculated sputter depth was lowest for the largest
ball-like structures. The secondary mechanism that they suggested was a
He release from the bubbles in the tendrils, brought on by the irradiation,
leading to restructuring. This could also be a reason for the rearrangement on
the surface [108]. The different structures, (ball-like or cone-like), are likely
an energy effect since the ball-like structures were produced by a factor of 5
higher energy. The species clearly does not contribute the structure, since this
study used Ar and Kr, which are of different masses. When Li is introduced
and the fuzz thickness increases, it is probable that the Li is contributing to
this thickening. As the Li sputters, it may also deposit onto the tendrils and
then mix with the W atoms that are collecting on the tendrils. This mixture
is unlikely to form into an alloy because W is immiscible with Li, but it can
form a bronze with WO3, though high temperatures are required for this to
occur [109, 110]. Without the formation of an alloy, the W and Li would
remain separate within the microstructure, forming a nanocomposite and
leading to a thicker structure. This has been observed with Ga and W [111],
which are also immiscible. This mixing effect needs to be further investigated
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Figure 7.9: Cross-sectional SEM micrographs of the tungsten foil irradiated
with Kr ions without Li after irradiation. This micrograph show pits
between the the cones (created from the fuzz) that may be eroded from
sputtering.
and will need to be characterized with electron energy loss spectroscopy.
7.5 Summary
These experiments looked at the erosion of fuzz samples with Li deposited
before and after the formation of nano-structured fuzz. We discussed the
formation of these nano-tendrils in a helicon plasma with the use of a He
helicon plasma on a tungsten foil strip. This strip was heated resistively
and biased to cause ion bombardment. The samples were exposed, in these
conditions, for 24 hours and produced fuzz. To facilitate the later charac-
terization and erosion tests, these samples were divided into three samples.
To test the erosion due to sputtering, the foils, following the development of
fuzz, were exposed to 500 eV D2 ions, and 1 keV Ar and Kr ions. The 500 eV
irradiations showed a change in morphology of the tungsten fuzz that would
imply some erosion occurred, but the thickness of the fuzz layer showed little
to no decrease. For the Kr and Ar ions, the change in morphology was signif-
icant. Again, the fuzz layer depth was observed to change very little, but the
thickness of the fuzz tendrils increased and became conical in shape. This
thickness increase became larger when Li was deposited among the fuzz. It
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is assumed that the Li is mixing with the W sputtered near the base of the
tendrils as it is depositing on tendrils above. Also, we observed that the Li
appears to wet the tendrils and persists following irradiation when the Li is
deposited after the fuzz has formed. This is likely the result of Li redeposit-
ing during the irradiation, but further characterization of the thicker tendrils
is needed to determine if Li is definitely causing the tendrils to thicken. The
small reduction in the W concentration, from both the XPS and the EDX,
indicates that Li would provide little protection for the fuzz tendrils.
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CHAPTER 8
DISSERTATION CONCLUSIONS
This dissertation has investigated the effects that deuterium (D) and helium
(He) ions have on lithiated tungsten (W). Through controlled irradiations at
low flux (1017 ions/m2s) and at high flux (1024 ions/m2s), we have observed
a reduction of the retention of hydrogen species in lithium (Li) layers on
tungsten when exposed simultaneous He and D irradiation. This was followed
up by low flux sequential irradiations of D and He. Through the use of in-situ
and in-operando XPS, we observed that the reduction of the Li-O-D complex
when the Li layer was exposed to 1 keV He ions following 500 eV D ions
and that the Li-O-D complex grows unimpeded when the layer is exposed
to He ions before the D ions. This showed that He does indeed break up
the formation of Li-O-D and does not prevent its formation. By varying
the He concentration during dual beam irradiations, we observed that the
D retention decreases with concentration up to 5% and then the reduction
in retention lowers when the concentration reaches 10%. There may be an
additional mechanism to the He preventing the D retention that reaches a
saturation at a certain percentage. This is comparable to the effects seen
where the D retention varied with the He fluence during the mixed species
studies discussed in chapter 2.
The behavior of Li was also investigated among the nano-structured fuzz-
tendrils that develop when W is irradiated with low energy He ions at a high
flux and high surface temperature. We observed that the Li does little to
affect the growth of fuzz on W, but it does remain among the fuzz. However,
it was determined that the Li was at low concentrations. The reason Li
persists among the fuzz, even at such high temperatures, is likely because the
complex structure of the fuzz lessens the probability of sputtered/evaporated
Li from leaving the surface entirely. For the high flux cases at DIFFER,
this was only apparent through the use of SIMS detecting the Li in the
fuzz layer. Though TEM studies did not show any definitive evidence of
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any Li among the fuzz. During low flux irradiations, post irradiation SEMs
showed Li coatings among the fuzz after 250 eV/amu D irradiations, when
the coating was deposited following the development of fuzz. These same
SEM micrographs showed no reduction in the thickness of the fuzz layer.
With supplemental low flux irradiations, with 1 keV Ar and Kr ions, the
fuzz layer again does not diminish. However, the tendrils do thicken due to
the irradiation, becoming cone shaped, and the tendrils thicken even more
when there is a layer of lithium. The conjecture from this result is that the
Li is mixing with the W, causing the tendrils to thicken more for the cases
with Li. Analysis of collector samples, placed at 90◦ to the sample during
irradiation, showed a 13 and 3% reduction in the W 4f peak areas from XPS
for the post fuzz Li and pre fuzz Li cases, respectively. This indicates that
the Li is providing very little protection to the fuzz tendrils from sputter
erosion.
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CHAPTER 9
FUTURE WORK
9.1 Unipolar Arc Erosion of Lithium Coated “Fuzz” in
a He Plasma
Our collaboration with DIFFER will allow us to pursue many questions with
the use of a linear plasma device. In this dissertation, we were only able
to runs tests with ion sputtering as a method for erosion. Another process
that produces erosion, through a separate physical process to sputtering, is
unipolar arcing. We were able to find that Li does little to prevent fuzz
to erode via sputtering. However, could Li prevent unipolar arcing by min-
imizing the localized heating in the fuzz, or alternately, limit the damage
induced if unipolar arcing occurs. A linear plasma device like Magnum-PSI,
would allow us to determine erosion effects due to unipolar arcing, which has
already been observed on nano-tendriled tungsten.
Unipolar arcing occurs when a high density plasma, existing above a sur-
face, causes sufficient particle bombardment of the surface to increase the
number of sputtered particles and increase the localized surface tempera-
ture. The temperature increase will also lead to increase atom emission,
which will then lead increased ion bombardment as the atoms are ionized in
the plasma. This will affect the potential in the sheath and lead to a closed
loop electron current between the plasma and the wall [112]. This type of
arcing has been achieved with a laser pulse that locally created a medium
density plasma (1015 m−3) near the surface [113]. Additionally, it has been
observed that a high density plasma (1019 m−3), with either a laser pulse or
a plasma pulse, locally increases the surface temperature [68, 114, 70, 115].
Parameters for the laser pulse were a laser energy of 5 MJ/m2 with a pulse
length of 0.6 ms [114]. For pulsed plasma, the energy and pulse length were
1.1 MJ/m2 and 0.5 ms respectively [70]. This arcing produces visible tracks
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in the fuzz and has also been observed in the DIII-D tokamak [67].
The plan to investigate the effects of lithium in among tungsten fuzz is
two fold. First, we will run experiments on Magnum PSI that expose fuzz
samples to pulsed plasmas. A unique cascaded arc source for Magnum has
been developed that allows pulses of gas to be introduced that will generate
a higher density plasma pulse within the existing plasma column of magnum.
These off-normal events have been generated in both Magnum-PSI and Pilot-
PSI [115]. The samples will have lithium (Li) deposited either before or
after the creation of fuzz just like the sputter erosion tests. During the
irradiation, the W I light will be monitored to determine the levels of erosion
from the surface and a fast camera will observe the surface to detect any
arcing. Second, we will be creating arcing conditions at a small scale. At
the center for plasma material interaction (CPMI), there is a femptosecond
laser that could generate the localized heating necessary to generate arcing.
To reproduce the conditions that have produced arcing in other experiments,
we will need to produce a helium (He) plasma around the sample. We have
a design for a small chamber with an radio-frequency RF coil that should
generate a plasma. A rough schematic of the coil and bottom section for the
chamber is shown in figure 9.1 and 9.2. The sample will be placed on the
stage just underneath the coil (see figure 9.2). There is a hole in the middle of
the coil so that the laser can pass through the coil to induce uni-polar arcing
on the fuzz samples. The chamber, that this design is based, has already been
used for laser patterning studies under specific gases, so there is already a
vacuum compatible laser widow. Arcing would need to be observed using a
camera. It would be best with a high speed camera. Erosion would need to
be determined using a precise scale that has a µg resolution to measure the
mass before and after exposure. The samples used for this will be the same
type as those used for the sputter erosion tests.
9.2 Studies to Determine if Li Percolates into “Fuzz”
Tendrils Due to its Porosity
One of the novel ideas, that has gained more interest from the results in this
research, is the use of micro-porous media to maintain a reservoir of low-Z
material. This idea has been used in some tokamak systems like NSTX, T-
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RF Coil	
RF Feedthrough	 Custom Base Plate	
Figure 9.1: CAD rendering of chamber and RF coil design for unipolar
arcing tests..
Figure 9.2: CAD rendering of arc chamber tilted to show sample stage.
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11M, and FTU, where a macroscopic porous structure was used to stabilize
liquid metals. With the fuzz experiments in this dissertation, we have ob-
served that Li persists among fuzz under extreme conditions and that the
fuzz appears to assist the Li endure the plasma bombardment. Because of
this, we want to further investigate the behavior of larger quantities of Li
within the W fuzz matrix. Since we have observed that Li appears to wet
W following irradiation, we want to determine if the the fuzz can act as a
restraining device for a Li reservoir. To do this, we want to measure the
wetting of Li on W fuzz and measure the evaporation of Li from a fuzzy
surface at elevated temperatures.
9.2.1 Li Wetting of tungsten “Fuzz”
To measure the wettability of lithium on tungsten fuzz, we will make use
of technique develped at CPMI to test Li wettability. Research has been
performed there with Li droplets on microscopically structured surfaces [116].
These tests will consist of measuring the contact angle of liquid lithium as
it comes in contact with a fuzzy tungsten sample. These will be compared
to that of a polished sample and other microporous samples that are being
developed by our research group. This will allow us to elucidate how well Li
percolates into fuzz.
9.2.2 Li Evaporation Tests from “Fuzz” Samples
This test will consist of measuring the amount of lithium evaporated from a
heated tungsten sample with and without fuzz. To do this, lithium will be
deposited onto a polished sample of W and a sample with W fuzz. These
samples will then be heating to above 673 K to induce evaporation of lithium
from the samples. The output of Li from the samples will be measured using
a QCM and the RGA monitoring the mass 7 or Li signal. The purpose of
these tests is to help elucidate the mean free path of particles leaving the
surface due to evaporation. At the beginning of evaporation, the output will
likely be similar to that of the polished sample until the Li layer goes below
the fuzz layer. When this occurs, we should see a change in the evaporation
rate. This can also be extended to other porous systems as well.
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9.3 Continued Investigation of Lithiated Fuzz Tendrils
with TEM
From the data that we have taken from SIMS and TEM, we have seen trace
amounts of Li in SIMS but no definitive detection of Li in TEM. One ques-
tion, that is still unanswered, is where the trace amounts of Li are residing
among the fuzz. The process to prepare the TEM samples is time consuming
and challenging. Even with these challenges, the information that could be
gained will be very worthwhile. These TEM samples will be examined us-
ing a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) that will allow for
atomic number contrast imaging through the use of a High Angle Annular
Dark Field (HAADF) detector. With HAADF scanning transmission elec-
tron microscopy (STEM), the amount of the scatter is directly dependent on
the atomic number in the sample but is also dependent on the thickness of
the sample. To get consistent data, the sample prep would need to assure
that the sample has a uniform thickness. If sample prep is done precisely,
then this could allow us to image the Li. In addition, the use of electron
energy loss spectroscopy, will allow definitive determination of Li and can
produce maps of the distribution, with a nm or less resolution.
There are many directions in which research could go from the results of
this work. It is opening the door for unique ideas with regards to plasma
facing components.
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